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Effect Ive In two Y-ears

Brooks resigns
tive and he is convinced that former executive secretary of the .mittee has been formed to aid in
Harrington said Central has
Central can meet the challenge of Oregon Geography Council. ' ·He faculty-administration
relation- long been misrepresented as being
President James E. Brooks an- . increased on-campus enrollment.
was also an editor and contributor ships. This task force will hopeful- a school only for teachers. Due to
nounced his resignation ·as presiWhen asked about his plans for a survey book of Oregon.
ly· help reduce mistrust between that "image problem," Harrington
dent of Central last Wednesday in ~fte~ -~~~'!~~[_9_~1:1.!r.~l~ro~~~. sai<!_ '
Some of his appointments and members of Central's personnel said it was important to get the
Hertz Hall before the faculty at
honors include being a member of and correct unprofessional conduct story out and to beat .o ur drum in
the annual faculty address.
the Pacific Northwest Regional if an occurance takes place.
order to correct that falsehood."
.
----, -- .Brooks said that he had been
Advisory Council and the U.S. thinking and planning on resigning
Forest Service; vice president and
for tht> 1.ast year. During that time,
president of ·the Washihgton Colhe has been consulting his family
lege Association; member; chairand timing his plans for a period
man and secretary of the Council
that would be relatively quiet on
of Presidents; and was awarded a
Central's campus.
$5,000 Danforth Foundation Short-.
Brooks said the average term
term Leave Grant in 1968. He was
for a college president is five
one of the first group of twenty
years. Brooks has been college
selected nationally for this honor.
president for 15 years.
During the leave, Brooks studied .
He explained that his decision
at the University of California and
had nothing to do with any one
visited ten countries in Europe.
particular thing, but that he felt it
Assisting lirooks fall quarter CWSC, Ellensburg WA; Sept. 30, 1976;
was time to explore other interwill be John Applegate. Applegate Vol. 49, No. 28
ests and step down. His resignais the chairman of the Faculty
tion will take effect Aug. 31, 1978.
Senate and will serve as special
Brooks said that this length of two
assistant to the president. His first
years notice is not common, but
job will be the gathering of
would lend itself to smooth leaderinformation for a college public
ship in the change over of adminrelations _propam.
istrators.
Applegate spoke to the faculty
Due to the decrease in on~am ··
about education froni the state
PRESIDENT
JAMES
BROOKS
pus enrollment, Brooks said that
perspective. The job market is
his remaining two years will be that "two years is a long way off expecting the largest increase in
In its sixth year, Crisis Line, a with varying backgrounds and are
focused on increasing the enroll- and a lot can happen in that time." graduates from vocational and
United Way sponsored agency, given an ear that is eager to listen.
ment and gathering the necessary Prior to his 15 years as president technological areas between 197 4
has offered aid and responded to Many times the caller needs to
information that will draw more at Central, Brooks served as and 1980. He stated that education
the calls of over 3,500 people in expel his problem to someone who
students to Central. Concerning assistant to the president of Port- should be stressed in an overall
can listen an~ help him cope with
Kittitas County.
administrators and faculty, Brooks land State College. He also has a view and not just in vocational
his own problems or rec1Jgnize
said that increasing the enrollment PhD in geography with interests areas. "A free society can not
Those responding to the calls the various types of help he may
is "the most important task before in economic geography and north- endure without educated men.
have been 53 students and com- need.
them."
west resources. He has held mem- Education is not cheap," Applemunily members who have volunIn the recent past, Crisis Lin c
He l' xplainPd lhal posl-sernnd - hC'rships in geology, geography gate said.
teered their time to the increasing has broadened its coverage of thr
ary education is highly compeli
and science associations and was
He also mentioned that a comnumbers of people served each county to three offices, with one
year. Volunteers provide 24-hour located in Cle Elum to handle the
service to people in the county, calls in the upper county. Within
covering such needs as transporta- the offices are resource files with
by Pam Whitener

Cris is Line serves
Kittitas Valley

b
I
a. e .
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White House study Q V 0 I
an ·

The White House Fellows will

nounct>d lhl' thirt('(~ nth nationwide
scareh for outstanding young men
and women to serve as White
House Fellows.
Started in 1964, the program is
designed to give rising leaders one
year of government experience
and participation in national
affairs.
Anyone at least 23 and not more
than 25 years of age is eligible to
apply, with the exception of employees of the federal government.

br assigned to aid the Vice
Cabinet officers and
principal members of the White
House staff as well as participating
in an extensive educational seminar program. The program will
consist of some 300 sessions with
top government officials, scholars,
journalists, and leaders from some
private sections 'of the government.
Those young men and women
who have served fellowships in the

l ' r\ ·:-. it\1 ·11\

Ford

n•rl't1t\y

P~ esident,

KCWS returns
by Joy Yarnell
Central's campus radio station,
KCWS which was ravaged by fire
June 18, is now back on the air.
Located in Black Hall, the station
ls operating at near peak capacity
thanks to several loans and donations from radio stations in the
state.
KPQ Station in Wenatchee was
responsible for the majority of
equipment loans. Radio KONA in
Pasco and KIMA-'l'V in Yakima
also loaned or donated equipment.
One state policy conce~ning
insurance .states that equipment
used for instructional purposes
cannot be· insured. According to
KCWS radio station manager Dale
"Scott" Carpenter, had the radio
station not rec.eived the loans and
donations, KCWS might very well
not have been able to get back on
the air by this fall. Other funds
were not available. Virtually nothing was saved from fire . But
since the loans and donations were
so generous, KCWS had only to
replace two turntables, a microphone, and some miscellaneous
parts from their own budget.
Carpenter related his delight
about the station's return to the

past have included lawyers, scientists, engineers, writers and journalists, medical doctors and other
professionally employed individuals. Last year 2,864 people applied for the honor.

tion. horne..reliited problems. ·peer

relatinnshios and information
abo ut

such

topics

as

abortion,

babysitting, health, legal services
and many others.
But the volunteers are not
trained to offer opinions or to pass
judgement on the caller~_'.'- ._ ~.!!~
callers are treated as individuals

an enormous amount of informa
tier: :i. b 1.~ ut thf' r".r:~r.~ 1. ::-:; i.-. r,. ~
thos e with a crisis. wh(·1 /J r
0

1t

i::;

someone who is lorwl y PI :1
suggested suicide. Rut Pach ca 11
yaries, as do the people who do the
calling.
Also related to the service Crisis
-·-- (cont.
pg. 3)

on

.The fellowship is designed to be
a one-year sabbatical on public
service with the applicants returning to their professional careers at
the end of their experience in
government. The program is planned to give the people a broadened
perspective of the national issues '
and adding greater . qualifications
to their chosen careers.
Applications and additional information can be obtained by
sending a post card to the President's Commission on White
House Fellowships, Washington,
D.C. 20415. Requests for the
applications must be postmarked
no later than November l, 1976:

air. But he also conveyed some
dismay that certain facilities on
earn.pus-do not play KCWS on their
radios as often as they could for
the student's enjoyment and information. He indicated such areas as
the dining halls and bookstore as
places where students congregate
and might benefit from the airing
of KCWS.
Carpenter said, "In my years at
Central I have become somewhat
irritated to hear other radio stations being played instead of
A new master's degree is being
KCWS at these places".
offered at Central. The WashingHe explained that KCWS pro- ton State Council for Post Seconvides services to these facilities by dary Education gave Central its
announcing their business hours approval to offer the master of fine
and airing other important an- arts degree Sept. 9.
nouncements for them. "In return,
The new degree is a terminal
it is nothing but a courtesy for dt:gree in the professional art field.
them to play KCWS ·when their The MF A degree is recognized at
radios are on. When KCWS is the appropriate degree designaheard all over campus, it gives the tion.
students a chance to hear someThe college will continue to offer
thing they might otherwise miss
when they are not at home near · the master of education degree ·
their own radios", intimated Car· with an art speciality for p11blic
school teachers. However, the new
penter.
MF A is expected to replace the
"KCWS is student funded and master of arts degree.
student operated. We are there to
No additional faculty hirings or
· serve the students of the college.
We ·are back on the air now ·and program expansion is anticipated
our staff is working as a team because of the new degree probetter than ever," said Carpenter. gram.

New degree
offered

HAMBERGER HELPER--Dr. Donald Guy was one of several Central
administrators who participated in the 23rd annual College Day
Welcome. Over 2,000 students ate lunch at the affair. Story on page 2.
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AFROTC officer

Center places grads
by Clint Robbins
Seniors expecting to graduate
next spring wi~h hopes of obtaining employment after graduation
are urged "to get acquainted" with
t.he Career Planning and Placement Center in Barge 105, according to Director B. Dean Owens.
Owens said that several services
are available, including the career
library "which is one of the most
important services we offer.
"The career library contains
occupational outlook handbooks,
business, government and school
district information, salary information, overseas employment information and graduate school
information."
·
Also available are job hunting
handbooks and manuals, and
Owens said that while seniors
would obviously be most interested in the career library, "anyone is
welcome t.o come in and we'll work
on the student's career planning
and kick around some ideas."
Undergraduate guidance in
career planning is available in the
center as well as guidance for
graduate students and alumni.
"We will assist the person with the
resume, cover letter and interview
techniques," said Owens.
There is no charge for the
credential file that is kept by the ·
center for senior students wishing
this service. "The alumnus is
charged $10 but anyone still in
school receives ten free copies
before graduation, which are available to employers requesting the
file," Owens noted.
"Very few seniors use more than
those ten copies so not many have
to pay and the on-campus interviews don't count at all."
Seniors should register at the

center three quarters before graduation by filling out the forms
available in Barge 105. Owens
repeated that although the center
deals mostly with seniors, graduates and alumni, "any other
students are welcome."
Owens explained that the ere----~·~· ...,,, .,, r.t~pL wun personal
information about the student and
the student's abilities. "The com- 1
pleted file is then ready after the
student is graduated to be made
available to possible employers."

•

IS

a placement file from 'prospective

teachers "so the education major
at Central--if he or she really
wants to teach--has no choice but
to use our office.
"We are trying to urge students
with a non-education major to use
the services available, also,;•• 'Said
Owens, "and the workshops and
the career planning services are
both very important to non-education majors."
Owens explained that it is a
different hiring structure which
compels an education major to
work through the center more
often than other students. "It is a
different channel for them in
securing employment and that is
why there are more education
majors requesting our help than
other students," said Owens.

Another service soon to begin
is a series of workshops "which
always work very well." These
topical workshops help the student
in self-assessment and in perfecting job search techniques.
Owens said the center frequently receives literature from companies listing job opportunities
"and also information on federal
and state job examinations."
Although no official figures are
available at the present time, "We
expect to know before November
Central students received an
how well last spring's graduates
"Ellensburg
welcome" Saturday at
did in securing employment."
the 23rd annual College Day
Owens said the follow-up reports are just being sent out "and Welcome.
Held in the Rainier Bank parkthere just aren't any figures to nail
ing
lot, the event included 2,000
down yet." .
Two separate articles from students consuming hamburgers.
United Press International offered Live m!Jsic was provided by the
contradictory views as to the band Appaloosa.
The program started in 1953 as
success last spring's graduate had
a
pancake breakfast and in 1961
in securing employment. Owens
said, "I think a good many of the became a hamburger feed.
Sponsored by the Ellensb,urg
1976 graduates found employment
Chamber
of Commerce Business
:but, as I said, we won't know for
Planning
Committee,
the event is
sure until later this quarter when
· considered a chance by local
we get the statistics."
businesses to welcome Central
Education majors traditionally .
have great success in finding
jobs after being graduated from
Central. Owens said this explained
lhe fact that most schools requir~··

former POW

"Vast knowledge gained by
prisoners of war from all services,
when incorporated into AFROTC
training programs, cannot help but
be beneficial to those who might
find themselves in tli~same situation in the future, "said Lt. Col.
Lawrence Bar bay.
Barbay's U.S. Air Force career
has i_ncluded six years as a
prisoner of war in North Viet
Nam. He feels that his POW
experiences will be beneficial to
those ROTC cadets whom he deals
with during his tenure at Central.
Lt. Col. Barbay replaces Lt. Col.
Charles Greenwood as commander
of the Reserve Officers Training

Ford vis its BBQ

ToPPerd Sh·
1rfs

During the years of imprisonment, Lt. Col. Barbay acquired an
interest in history, primarily because of the impromptu and secretive schooling the American fliers
gave each other.

Ford was met by CWSC students and escorted to both events.
His Ellensburg stop was part of a
campaign swing through western
Washington.

ltols

Sweaters for you by Brentwood and
Pendelton

-

turtlenecks

~e\\S

Ties

Upon his return to the U.S., he
entered Southwest Texas State
University under an Air Force
graduate program. He completed
work early this summer on a
master's degree in education with
a history degree.
He hopes that after retirement
from the Air Force he may be able

to begin a teaching career.

Students can
be insured
Central is offering a student
Accident and Sickness Insurance
policy to all full-time students and
their dependents.
Students enrolled in the plan
will be insured against medical
costs incurred for accidental injury
and disease. Holders will receive
up to $60 per day for hospital room
and board and up to $600 for X-ray
examinations and laboratory tests.
Also covered are costs for consultation, ambulance, diagnostic services, X-rays for dental injuries,
and a percentage of surgical fees.
The approximate cost of coverage per quarter is $14 for single
students, $30 for couples and $46
for couples with children.

5oc\<S

co,.<Y.

Jean Jackets

It was while flying combat
missions from Thailand that his
plane was shot down over North
Viet Nam in July 1966. He was
freed from a North Vietnamese
prison more than six years later.

A highlight of the event was a
visit by Steve Ford, son of
President Ford. He took part in
the hamburger feed before attending the CWSC-PLU game.

Rape Relief is again in need of written by a well known feminist
volunteers. This organization is will be shown. Discussion will
designed to aid those who have follow.
been victims of sex crimes and to
All interested people are invited
serve as a guide and friend. There to attend, men and women alike.
will be an orientation meeting Training sessions will be starting
on Oct. 7 at 6 pm in the home living around Oct. 16. The location is yet
section in Michaelson Hall on . to be confirmed.
Central's campus.
For more information, contact
During that time, the program
will be explained and a film, Sue McCoy at 962-2225.

Rugby Shirts

After training as a navigator
and electronics warfare officer, he
saw duty in Japan and with the
Stategic Air Command before
going to Takli Air Base in Thailand.

Lt. Col. Barbay and his wife
Agatha have four children; three
daughters, Lauren, 10, Dian, 12,
Catherine, 15, and one son, David,
17.

for Rape Relief

HAVE

An ROTC graduate, Lt. Col.
Barbay was raised in Baton Rouge,
La. and attended Louisiana Tech
on a football scholarship. He
graduated with a Bachelor of
Science degree in accounting and
was commissioned as an Air Force
officer in 1957.

students. Food was provided by
Central's auxiliary services for
both on and off-campus students.
hamburgers, potato chips, ice
cream bars, coffee, milk and punch
were served.

Volunteers needed

Downtown

Corps detachment on the Central
campus.

.r

Coverage begins on the date of
premium payment and ends Sept.
20, 1977.

Underwear

We'd

Gifts

like to be
your bank
Gloves
Fashions jeans by Levi and Liberty
1 l 8 E. 4th

925-1272

...___________

College Banking
..,...~
Center

I

C~pus

.
..
.
.
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by Bob May

JUNIOR AND FERG

,

The CRIER has openings.
We need an advertising
manager.
Leavenworth's annual Autumn Leaf Festival opens Saturday and
will run through Oct. 3. The nationally renowned event includes art
shows in the park, a Hootenany and Barvarian dancing. Leavenworth
offers a lively . contrast to other western cities because of its
Barvarian decore, set against the Cascade mountain range.

Crisis Line in sixth year
(cont. from pg. 1)
. Line offers is the coordination of
calls for other serving agencies.
Calls for .Friends In Service to
Humanity (FISH), Alcoholics
Anonymous, Rape Relief, Mental
Health Professionals, Parents
Anonymous and others are handled through Crisis Line. · .
· One stipulation to becoming a
Crisis Line volunteer is to be at
least 18 years of age. Other ideals
in volunteer are to contain the
desire to help others and to work
with the volunteers in providing
dedicated service to the community.
Once the volunteer has compl~t
ed the training period, he signs up
for a wee~ly three-hour shift.
Although most of the calls are
seeking information about an
agency, recyling plant or other
information, many pthers involved
concern about alcohol, family-marital or problems with friends, and
personal adjustment.
Keeping Crisis Line going
thoughout the 24-hours is a job
that takes many interested and·
concerned people. Most of the calls
come within the daylight hours,
but should a person need someone
in the early morning hours, he

a

always can find it by calling Crisis
Line at 925-4168.
·
. If you feel you want to be
involVed in an organization concerned with being there w.hen
someone may need him, there is
time to join Crisis Line. Fall
training sessions will be the weekend of Oct. 29 through 31 at the
Campus Ministry, 1101 No. Alder.
A pre-orientation session will be
held at the Morris Sorensen Building on Tuesday, Oct. 26 from 7 to 9
pm. Any additional information
may be obtained by calling J aquelyn Galbraith at 925-2223 or 9254168.

Reporter positions are
open.

Contact the CRIER
963-1026

SUB 218
No additional cost for this telephone

convenience

Charge ·your long .distance
telephone calls
College regulations prohibit billing long distance calls to residence
hall telephone numben. But - with a , special billing number card
you CAN charge calls when using dorm phones, and he°" off Cl ·
hassle, -loo.

Visit the Ellensburg
Telephone Company business
office to obtain your Special
Billing Number Card.
At no Charge.

Office Houn:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday - Friday
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Paul Fridlund:

Troy Monholland:

Gov't forgets
·working students
Students accepting federal financial aid will find meeting
college expenses tougher than
ever. In fact, many may be forced
out of school by recent revisions in
. federal regulations affecting parttime student employment at Central.
If a student has work-study
funds, the maximum amount ·
awarded is $1,000 per year. That
student may receive an additional
$1,400 through loans. Once these
allotted funds are exhausted the
student can no long~r be employed
at Central. The average cost for
three quarters in the dorms is
$1,350. If $200 per quarter is
subtracted for tuition, books, lab
fees, and other instructional ex, penses the student has just $150
per quarter to meet all additional
needs. Most students receive less
than this amount, and their employment will be terminated even
earlier.
Students with financial aid other
than work-study, such as those
with a federal loan, will not be
allowed to work on the Central
campus unless they give up financial aid equal to wages earned.
The new regulations imposed by
Congress threaten many students
at Central. Many hold two jobs in
order to nieet the financial burden
of attending college. With off-campus employment limited and
wages at the minimum level, the
opportunities to finish college are
dimmer for students who must pay
their own way.
CHESS CLUB
The Chess club invites anybody
interested in the game of chess to
their weekly meetings every Wednesday, in SUB 206.

A question of quality
I

-·-

taint Central. Central's operating ities. He also believed in maintainbudget was approximately seven ing an exciting atmosphere for
million aollars, and student enroll- learning and offering a greatly
ment was numbered around two improved criterion would be the
main benefits. The important bythousand .
Dr. Brooks arrived in April to products would be· better library
take over the presidency from holdings, new learning resources
acting President Perry Mitchell. new building, and a well-integratBrooks did not arrive unprepared. ed, ·pleasing campus.
Brooks believed Central had
He grad~ated from Central in
1949, after receiving a degree in outgrown the college name, widely
education with a major in social used today. The advantages of a
name change are many; it would
science.
That fall he greeted his new assist in the recruitment of faculstudents with, "It's a real pleasure ty, and it would secure federal and
for me to have the opportunity to private funds for Central.
He stated, "The change that the
get acquainted with you in the
beginning of our first year to- . college will undergo between now
gether in thi~ new state college." and 1975 should result in improveByron Akita:
He advocated iniJ?rovi~ ~~~ ~~u ments that will increase the qual- ·
cational and intellectual atmos- ity of education for the student
phere on campus. To become and enlarge more diversified and
acquainted with the students, a better qualified faculty."
.The seeds of discontent had
· President's Ball was inaugurated.
The student newspaper claimed sprouted. A rift was in progress
that a "new tradition had been concerning faculty advancement.
instilled on campus," and it soon It seems that publishing was a
criterion for advancement. The
became a major social event.
During the first weeks of fall freshmen and non-white students,
It seems apparent that Brooks demand for publication labeled the
quarter one can observe a remark- are unaware of its workings. In was concerned about his ,relation- "publish or perish whip" was being
able phenomenon known as "unin- one day alone I encountered three ship with his students early in his called "unrealistic" by some facultentional isolation." Most people separate cases of "isolationism." In career. But this was not to last ty members. This was just the
have been exposed to it, but few
all three cases the groups seemed long, as the school would soon beginning of a long-standing feud
people rarely know of its exist- only vaguely aware of their peri- rapidly embark on an expansion with individuals and groups of
instructors and is still of concern
ance. This greatly enhances its
pheral member. The individuals program with other colleges.
devastating nature.
In 1962, Brooks appealed to the today.
eventually left.
On the front page of the Ellens·
For instance, have you ever
But what causes such a phenom- students for support as he
joined in on a conversation hoping non? Do the victims become un- attempted to re-vamp the old burg Daily Record along with the
to dazzle someone with a display of sure of themselves, uncomfortable Central, termed a "suitcase" col- · news of Brook's resignation was an
your knowledge only to find your- within a group? Is it hard for lege, into Central, "birthplace of article entitled Faculty-Staff Trust
·
self on the periphery of the group? non-white students to relate to tomorrow's leaders." This was to studied.
During Dr. Brooks' presidency,
Or see an individual alone in a others? To answer such questions be the prim~ry aim of Central and
both college enrollment and camcrowd straining to pick up bits and one must analyze the victims and President Brooks for the future.
pieces of distant conversations? If their· social relationships. Most
In 1966, through a series of pus size have increased, a huge
not, don't feel too bad, for most freshmen, both white and non- articles published in the · Crier, physical plant has been built, and
people haven't noticed either.
white students, live in a state of Brooks' beliefs and intentions be- the college has a new name. Buf
there remains the question of the
Unintentional isolation is such a confusion for the first weeks came clearer.
natural process that even its trying to cope with a new environ"Central is going through a quality of education due to Brook's
victims, who are for th.e most part ment. They are unsure of what the rapid transition from small college sepa:ration from the students and
college has to offer and where they to a major sized university," he the eleven-year rift.
NOTE: Three months before the
fit socially.
claimed. He believed that student
arrival
of Dr. Brooks, the campus
enrollment
would
reach
eight
Non-white · students, on the
other hand, may feel a stronger thousand by 1975. Many of the SUB suffered major damage from
isolationism. They stand out, they policies were out-dated and would fire. Now, three rnnnths after
know they're different and conse- need to be studied, adjusted, or another major fire in L . e SUB, the
quently they feel Ui;ICOmfortable changed with the new responsibil- President resigned.
within a large group of white
students. Many ethnic cultures
Food from the
have strong extended family r.elationships making them very social- .
·Outrageous Taco
ly dependent on their families.
This compounds their isolationism.
delivered to the
EDITOR: Paul fridlund
However, I don't wish to point
MANAGING EDITOR: Pam Whitener
the finger to anyone for this
phenomenon. Ignoring the periNEWS EDITOR: Jane Snyder
Cornerstone
pheral individual is universal as
PHOTO EDITOR: Mary Wallace
well as unintentional. But by being
FEATURE EDITOR: Dave Payson
Tavern
more aware of the problem, hopeSPORTS EDITOR: Randy Krolce
fully these isolated occurences can
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR: .Bob Wheatly
be reduced~
962- 2700
Central is one of the last schools
putting these regulations into
effect--in fact Central has postponed implementing this policy for
several years. But Central receives $2.5 million in federal funds,
and violation of these new regulations could jeopardize this federal
aid.
One can only question the logic
of this Congressional action. It
hurts the student who needs help
most, those who attend college on
courage and have more than
academics to worry about--these
are the people Congressional
leaders have forgotten.

The news last week of the
resignation of Dr. James Brooks,
President of Central, brought a
reaction of "so what" from many of
the students he governed. Dr.
Brooks is an unknown, unseen,
non-descript administrative force
found hiding in Barge Hall. This
description has not always fit the
man. Let's go back to those days
when Dr. Brooks first appeared on
campus as Central's sixth president in 1961.
Central had just acquired state
college status. The era of "bigbusiness" colleges ana the important "numbers game" had yet to

On the outside-looking in
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"I'm against it. It penalizes me because I have a
loan. I'll have to find work off-campus and then it's
unrelated to what I want to do."
Fred Blush, Junior, Distributive Education

Man on the street ..... .
New federal regulations restrict students with
federal aid from worlclng on campus. How do

you feel about this?
~

"I think it's a bunch of bull! Most people receiving
aid need all the help they can get. I'm on the GI bill
and have a family. It's impossible to make ends
meet."
Bill Wilson, Junior, Geology

"I think it is unfair because a large percentage of .
students would like to work their way through '
school. This way it's like.a welfare dole and it stifles
people's incentives."
Joy Yarnell, Junior, Mass Media

"A student should be able to work if he can find a
job. There should be some restriction on how much
money a person can make ill relation to how much
money he has on hand."
Randy Wise, Senior, Art

"The government is keeping me in school. I have
the GI bill and a grant. Without the GI bill I wouldn't
be here on campus. I don't have to work but without
it I would have to."
Charles Vickery, Sophomore. Undecii!P.il
"I agree but don't agree. I think it should depend
on how much aid you're getting. If you don't have
enough to get through you should be able to meet the
difference by working."
Sherri Olsen, Senior, Elementary Education

"Sounds screwed if you ask me. It's not fair to the
,,, students on the financial aid program."
·~Sherry Slagle, Freshman, Undecided
eventual compilation as research
in The Symposium on Burns. At
the University of Rochester, at
Wayne State, etc., dogs were
-~trapped into Blalock Presses and
into crash cars, to see how much
To the editor:
pressure could be taken before
We are looking for fellow vege- bones broke and skulls were
tarian workers. If you are or would crushed.
like to be involved in some sort of
We are animal liberationists,
vegetarian action on your campus world hunger activists, and diwould you let us know.
sease fighters. All can be accomThis fall there will be a network plished through vegetarian work,
of "unturkey" or vegetarian either on campus or with us. We
Thanksgiving public dinners work for $5 a week and room and
around the country. Vegetarian · board. Come on aboard.
Thanksgivings save grain for some
'
Sincerely,
of the 50 million hungry, save
animals from going terrorized to ·
Don Wilson
an unjust death, save humans from
Nellie Shriver
the food poisoning, intestinal canBilly Mick
.cer, kidney disease, a~d other
Emma Wood
- -hazards of animal flesh.
. 703 524 -4646
The laboratories on your campus, if they are typical, are
involved in some of the kinds of
research which ·have happened
elsewhere. At the University of
Calif. at San Diego, pigs are forced
to run a tre.admill till they drop of
exhaustion. At Harvard several
years ago, pigs were dropped alive To the editor:
into 8~0 degree boilin~ 9il for
On Sept. 18-19 a group of

Ve_getorion

activists

Praise for
Stud. Viii.

TlllZNll4R

-it isn't ~hether_ you win or lose,
i.t's how you look at the game,.
so suit up at .t he In· Seam. Clothes
for guys and girls

students volunteered to work in
the Student Village complex,
assisting residents in the mqve-in
process. I wish to acknowledge
publicly the excellent job and the
hard work that they did. I extend
my thanks to Jeff Baker of
Kenriedy Co-op, Cheryl Strange
and Cookie Fortune of the Music
Dorm, and the members of Alpha ·
Phi Omega: Steve Veltrie, Ralph
Mead, Dave Corning, Ruth Litterick, Jean Rashford, Mike Hamblin,
Art McCann, Diane Duval and
Frank Hardin.
Jim Hollister, Director
Housing Services

Thanks for
KCWS move
To the editor: .

.After b~ing totally destroyed by
fire in June, KCWS Ra:&i~ is now
back on the air in September.
Since I was away this summer and
had nothing to do with this minor
miracle, I can take the opportunity
to praise and commend tho~e who
brought this about.

-

A quick letter-writing campaign
With the help of Audio-Visual
by Mass Media Professor Jam es ' Technician Darrel Colbert, Henry
Goodrich was successful in acquir- Huestis pulled off some engineering enough surplus equipment ing masterpieces which have given
from other radio stations to re- us an "on-the-air" sound as good as
create a control room in Black we had before. It is only once
Hall. Much appreciation is extend- every seven years that we have a
ed to the management of both student with the electronic .-engiKPQ-AM/FM in Wenatchee and neering abilities of Henry Huestis.
KONA-AM!FM in Tri-Cities.
- This, plus dedication from all who
took part is what put KGWS back
Mass Media students Dale Car- on the air.
penter, Rob Mates and Gary
Myers spent most of the summer
Thank you,
putting
it
all
together. ·
Roger Reynolds

Gemini Shirt
and Gift Shop
Custom lettering on all shirts.
Special prices for teams, dorms, or
groupies.Come in and pick out your

HEAD supplies for foll quarter. See
. our new selection of T-shirt sym bo/s.

Gemini in the Plaza.

925-3005

NATIONALLY KNOWN SPEED READING COURSE
TO BE TAUGHT HERE IN ELLENSBURG
ELLENSBURG - (Spec.)
,United States Reading Lab
will offer· a 4 week coune ID
speed rea--ding to a lbnited
number of qualified people bl
the Ellensburg area.
This recently developed
method of instruction is the
most innovative and effective
program available in the
United States.
Not only does this famous
course reduce yolD' time in the
classroom &o just one cl&11 per
week for 4 short weeks, but ft
also Includes an advanced
speed reading course oa
cassette tape so that you can
continue to , improve for the
rest of your life.
If you are a student wbo
would like to male A's lastead of B's or C's, or u·yoa

.-e a bullless penon who

wants to stay abreast of
today's ever-changing, accelerating world, tben tills
course ls an absolute
necessity.
In a few months, some
students are re&IHq zt..31
times faster, attahdD& speeds
that aP,roach . . . words per
minute.
Our average 1radaate
should read 7-11 times falter
upon comple&ioa of tbe

_courses with marked im·
provement ID comprebenstc.
md coacentradoL
For tboee wbo woald like
additional Informatloa, a
series of free, one hoar
orientaUoa lectarel •ve betll
sclaeduled.
These free meetllll• will IN
held at the followlag tlmea a1141
locatloaa:

Celltral WulL Staie Colle&•
Samael•oa Stadeat Uat. .

Jldl.Rema • .

These free meetlll11 wlll be llel4 at tlae followlal tl•e1 • •
loca&lo•:

Tll•r1. Sept. 3t- 1:31 p.m. II a1ata au:••·•·
Fri. Oct. 1-1:31p.m.11 a1U. at 1:31 p.•.
Sat. Oct. Z- lt:3ta.m. 11 apla at 1:31p.-.
Moa. Oct. 4- 1:31p.•.11 agala aU:Mp.•.
Tues. Oct. s- 1:31,.m. la apla aU:31,.-.

...
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Fire
severely

damages

SUB

Fire destroyed or damaged a
large part of the SUB last June 18
before summer quarter. Except
for one fireman who was hurt by
smoke inhalation, no one was
injured in the fire. It destroyed a
first floor lounge and adjacent
KCWS radio and severely damaged the college bookstore. Estimates were placed at close to one
half million dollars.
The bookstore merchandise and
the structure of the SUB were
insured. Furniture aiid equipment damaged in the fire were
not. The Campus Crier, Career
and Technical Planning and Academic Advisement Offices, all
located on the second floor above
the lounge were severely smoke
damaged. , Neither these offices,
nor KCWS, whose electronic
equipment and much of its record
library were destroyed, were insured.

Immediately after the fire Central hoped to obtain a state
emergency fund allot to restore
some of the SUB. KCWS did not
receive any assurance from Central that it would get any of the
--------•funds if they were granted. The

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-.5539

request was turned down.
KCWS was rebuilt during the
summer in Barge 21~ with equip~
ment donated by KPQ of Wenatchee. The equipment, characterized as "broadcast" quality was·
restored to specifications by
KCWS engineer He~ry Huestis.
Station Manager Dale Carpenter says that other radio stations
in the state also offered help and
equipment. KCWS does not broad·
cast during summer, but Carpenter worked during much of the
summer arranging for the move.
Though Carpenter expressed
chagrin at the decimated record
library and the expenses the
station has incurred, he says that
he is thankful KCWS is back on
the air.
Power for the damaged second
floor was cut off for safety reasons '
and the Crier, Career and Technical Planning Offices and Academic
Advisement had to be relocated
while power was being restored
and offices were cleaned, repaint·
ed and retiled.
The Crier was relocated in
Barge 112 (once used as a mailroom) last summer. Its more
valuable equipment was in another
room, virtually sealed off from the
fire.
The Crier, which published
three issues last summer, has
moved back into its SUB office as
have the Career and' Technical
Planning and Academic Advisement offices, formerly located in
_Kennedy Hall during the summer.
The College Bookstore has temporarily relocated on the first floor
of Bouillion Building and though
work is being done on its SUB
rooms it is not expected to move
back until Thanksgiving or later.
The bookstore and its stocli:,
including textbooks were insured.
Summer quarter students were
able to buy slightly smoke damaged textbooks from the bookstore
at half-price. During the first part
of summer quarter the bookstore
sold assigned· texts only and was
located in the SUB's Yakima

Ugly Bear
for Daily Specials
pitcher& Jo Jo's $1.75

Tuesdt:.y:

,
pitcher $1 .25

free popcorn with purchase

Wednesday:

free pool ( 5 pool tables)

Thursday: Wine
·Friday I
Saturday:

ment sent three trucks and 27-men
to the fire which erupted about
2:45 pm and was quelled a few
hours later.
Summer students registered in
the SUB the Monday following the
fire. The registration computer
equipment lodged in the SUB was
not heat damaged, and registra- ·
tion proceeded smoothly although
sections of the SUB were inaccessible throughout most of the quarter.
The cause of the fire still
remains unknown. Ellensburg Fire
Department officials claim that
had a heat-activated sprinkler
been in the SUB the fire could
have been contained in the lounge.
Such a sprinkler system was
installed in Barge when a fire
broke out on its fourth floor
several years ago.
No one was in the part of the
second floor affected by the fire,
but if anyone had been, it is •
believed it would have served as ·a
fire trap.

Central woman
raped on campus
A Central summer school stuCharles Gruhl, engineering and
dent was raped August 29 under construction officer, said that as a
the railroad trestle on Walnut rPj;jUJt of the rape, chain link
Mall. according to Bill Lipsky, fencing will be put up around the
director of College Information, trestle area. He said that addthe incident occurred at about 11 itional lighting will not be installed
pm.
because the area already meets
The woman, he said, was walk- minimum lighting standards.
ing home after shopping at one of Gruhl added that "there are areas
the 8th Avenue grocery stores.
on the campus that are much
She was carrying a bag in one arm darker than the trestle area."
and a six-pack of soda in the other.
Plans have been under way for
Lipsky said as she approached some time to light up the dark
the trestle, a man called to her areas on campus. Gruhl said that
from behind. He ran up to her, _ he has taken light surveys and
grabbed one of the bottles she was aerial night photographs of the
c;arrying, threatened her with it, campus that show "some areas to
be very black."
then raped her.
Gruhl said that funding has been
All police agencies in the area
are conducting an intensive invest- requested from Olympia and addigation, Lipsky said, but no arrest itional lighting should come about
soon. "I would hope," he said, "we
has been made.
Lipsky commented that the can forestall any problems in the
assult was the "first such assault future."
in a very long time." He said the
incident occurred after the end of
summer school when no one was
on campus. He indicated that such
a thing would be less likely to
occur during the school year
because students are on campus.
"It appear.s," he said, "that this is
The Counseling and Student
basically a pretty safe campus."
Development Center, located in
Sue Lombard Annex, is offering a
THE
small rap group for women 23
years of age and over. Group
emphasis will encompass personal
CORNERSTONE
support and deepening awareness
of what it means to be a woman in
fin est music
today's society. Personal concerns
will be emphasized, with some
time spent exploring communicaselection around
tion skills necessary for group
interaction. The group will be
facilitated by center psychologist,
962 -2700
Kathleen Morris, meeting for two
hours each week.

Rap group
for women

Bring your hunger and ·thirst on down

Monday:

Room. Equipment and merchandise were almost totally destroyed.
In order to raise funds to replace
or clean equipment and fixtures
not insured, the bookstore purchased the damaged merchandise,
which could not be sold back as
new from the insurance brokers,
Alexander and Alexander, Seattle.
After the fire the bookstore merchandise became the property of
the brokers. At their request, all
books have been sold to a book
dealer and only texts were sold at
Central. This was done because it
was believed the books could be
sold more profitably outside of
Ellensburg.
Because the fire occured between quarters few students were
in the SUB when the fire broke
out. Members of the Girl's State
and Job's Daughters conventions
were in the SUB. Several suffered
syncope and had to be hospitalized
for a few hours.
The Ellensburg Fire Depart-

40~ a glass
$1 .25 pitchers

$1.25 pitchers until 7 pm

Dair1.1
Queen

Then our regular price $1.50
Family Day Special

Variety of Deep Fried Food
KEGS, GALLONS, PONY KEGS TOGO-

Deluxe Burger
Small Fry and Small Drink for 99~

PINBALL , Air Hockey, Pool, FoosBall and
.o ther Electronic Games
111 West 3rd

925-4602

Any Size Family Welcome (from 1 to 20)
Every Wednesday, beginning, Oct.6
10th and Alder

925,-6101 -

C~pus

Welcome back!
It's school time again.
Here is how some students
survive the shock--and seem
to have a good time doing it!
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Applegate resigns
Jimmie Applegate, faculty senate chairman has resigned from
his position to serve as a half-time
snecial assistant to President
Brooks. Applegate, associate professor of education, resigned on
Monday and Helmi Habib, senate,
chairman, vice chaired an informal
meeting of the senate yesterday
afternoon.
Applegate says ~hat he had
received no "formal" criticism
from tlije American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) or The American
Associatio~ of University Professors (AAUP), but that · "I don't~
think there were any allegations.
There were perceptions on the
part of some individuals that there
was a potential for conflict of
interest."
Applegate, a senate member for
six years, · said that he considered
resigning from the assistant .position, which is for fall only, and
retaining his presidency but decided not to because "i believed
many people perceived my credibility as a leader in the faculty

senate was damaged as a result of
my accepting this position."
However, Applegate made it
clear in his letter of resignation to
the faculty that he saw no "potentiality for conflict of interest". In it
he said that he believed that tJie
chairmanship and his duties as a
special assistant [to collect college
data to be used in promoting Central describing the "quality" of
Central life] would complement
each other. He said he had
discussed the position with other
faculty members prior to accepting it but concluded in the letter:
"Evicently I misread the faculty
position ..."
"I'm not sure he should have
resigned." Habib said. "I don't.
necessarily see a conflict of interest. The code doesn't preclude a
full time administrator from chairing the senate." Habib sai~ that it
was possible that Applegate could
be renominated. "And then it
wQuld be up to him to decide if he
wanted to run."
·

YOUR KITTITAS VALLEY
HEADQUARTERS FOR

DOWNTOWN

Carla Hages, Karen Keogh and Marci~ Eckert. These
people offer the students many services at cost they
can afford.

Health Center serves students

LEVI'S

·' ·

HEALTH CENTER STAFF, pictured from left to
right are: Director 1 Dr. David A. Lundy, Linda Mac
Dicken, Sheila Moon, Peggy Irving R.N., Dr. M.
Eileen Calkins, Staff physician and on the bottom,

Health care is available to all
full-time Central students through
the campus Health Center.
The center, located at 11th Av.
· and Poplar, provides a wide variety of medical services for students. Many are free.
Two doctors, four registered
norses, a full-time lab technician
and half-time x-ray technician are
employed at the center. They see

children's color
portraits with the
Outdoo·r Look!

patients Monday through Friday. pool treatments, dressing changes
Except in emergency situations, and_ suturing lacerations. The
patients are treated on a first clinic also has free wart freezing
come~ first-served basis. A valid on Fridays. Charges are made in
ID must be presented before a cases involving: VD checks; lab
doctor will examine a patient.
tests and x-rays; allergy shots, TB
Emergency service is available tests, and injectable medications;
on a 24-hour basis. One of the two casting; elective surgery (i.e. redoctors is always on emergency moving a . mole); and minor surstand-by, and a registered nurse is gery.
on duty at all times during the
In cases where hospitalization is
school year.
required, patients may be transThere is no charge for examina- ferred to Kittitas Valley Communtions, physical therapy, ultra- ity Hospital or referred to a
sound therapy, diathermy, whirl specialist in Yakima.
The Health Genter . conducts
pregnancy tests, but it does not
ONE-HALF YEAR . ,
....:.
provide birth control. This is ,
handled through the family planning office of the Kittitas County
Public Health Department.
[Fresh Seafood anm111•ilJ ·, -:.f=- I
A 15-bed infirmary is included in
•Fresh Salmon •Smoked Salmon
.......... ~
the health center. Students are
•FrHhOytl•rs •Fr•1hl1n9Cod
.;/I
not charged for staying unless
Ro111 lo11 Coff11
,
they
do not have a meal card. The
,..,s3u :~.,
i..-... infirmary gives patients a chance
TrJ Our IMPORTED iEH
to attend class while convalescing.
•B•ck·s light & Dark •Ski leer •Peroni
Student insurance covers many
of the services at the clinic and the
health center is authorized to fill
out the paperwork involved in
claims.

(l;111i~1Jl.i~~

.,::_"~

This Friday -ond
Saturday
Oct. l and 2

Sol.pm•••'

PRECIOUS PHOTOS
are
back
in
town

You Are Welcome

1[ We use real trees, ferns and

bushes to produce a natural
forest seting for your child's
portrait.
2[ You can't believe what a
beautiful portrait it makes
until you see it in natural color
and realize the difference between this and the pictures
you've had taken before.
3[ These are full body poses,
not just head and shoulders.
4[ You get to select the pose
for your 11 x 14" portrait.
5[ 1 special per child, 1 per
family.
6[ Groups photographed for $1
per
extra
subject.
7[ Additional prints available
for a reasonable price.

Ellensburg First
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
: ' 3rd & Ruby~-Across from the city library (4 blocks south of :
: Albertsons).

· Sunday, October 3--STUDENT WELCOME SUNDAY
· 8:30 am--Welcoming Breakfast--Come and Bring a Friend
9:15 am--World Communion Day Service of Holy Communion--Sanc-:
tuary
•
10:00 am--Worship in the Sanctuary
: Sunday, October 10 through fall and winter
; 9:15 am--Young Adult Discussion Group--Rolls and Hot Drink
: Served

For all ch'ildren or family groups

: 10:00 am--Worship in the Sanctuary

EFtdoy--10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

: Every Thursday--Fall, winter and spring

s-a fur:doy--10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Ron Johnson, pastor; Barbara Brummett, <~ho1r director :
• For information, phone 962-9257 from 9 to 12 am or phone 925-2157 or :
: 925-1343

7:00 pm--Senior Choir P:r:actice with students invited to participate.

ONLY ...
. : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •· • • • • • • • • • • • t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • :...
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Steve Ford
vis its
Central
Central had a visitor this past
weekend at the season opener
. football game against Pacific Lutheran University on Saturday. Steve Ford, campaigning for his
father in some western states
made Ellensburg one of his stops
in Washington.
Having participated in rodeos in
areas of Colorado and Wyoming,
Ford said that he felt right at
home in Ellensburg. Upon his
arrival, Ford was given a cowboy
hat to accompany his cowboy boots
and leather jacket.
Ford said that the college campuses are not the only crowds he
plans to speak to. In the some
5,500 miles left in his campaign
trip, Ford will also be visiting
shopping centers and cities where
he will speak to people of all ages.
He also said that he felt his
father had beaten Carter in the
debates. The "Playboy issue" that
has hit many of the papers
recently was not going to be an
issue in the campaign, according to
. Ford. He said that in the past two
years under .his father's administration the country has recovered
from its bad economic situation;
The only conflicts that Ford can
find between he and his father are
in some of the lesser major
campaign issues such as the parks
and environment. Ford admitted
that "he is more of an environmen- - ·· ·-.. ,. talist than his father. He has to
look at both sides," Ford said.
After leaving Central's game
against PLU on Saturday, Ford
headed for Spokane along another
ser~es of stops.
(

PizzaM 'i a
offers you more •••••
Home and Dorm Delivery 5-2 daily
(Radio con.t rolled for more efficient service} ·
925-1111

.'

925-2222

Opens at 11 a.m. eve,ry dayl
Family night Family night--Wednesdays S-9 p.m.

NEWLY REMODELED INSIDE AND OUT!
Coming up this fall:
DORMIE DELl_
G HTS: This \Veek Hitchcock-Beck
HARDCORE Happy Hour: OCT 23
BEEROLOGY FINAL --NOV. 29 -DEC 3

14th Anniversary!!!
$10,000 Sweepstakes--A new product-Prizes--Speciafs and many morel
Tiffany Colee glasses next weelcl
Buy a Coke , lceep the glass . 59~
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Hevvlett-Packard vvrote the book on
advanced pocket calculators.

And it~ yours free!
Hewlett-Packard built the world's first
advanced pocket calculator back in 1972. And
led the way ever since.
If you're about to invest in your first
pocket calculator-one that will serve you
through college and beyond-you'll need all
the information you can get to make a wise
decision. That's why Hewlett-Packard's put
together an objective, informative 24-page
guide entitled, "What To Look For Before You
Buy An Advanced Calculator'.' And it's
yours-F~ee!

In it you will find such helpful information as: A survey of types of calculators
available; Programming; Logic systems; Applications; Functions; Features; Construction;
Accessories; Memory; Service and much,
much more.
Get your free copy of "What To Look
For Before You Buy An Advanced Calculator:'
at your campus bookstore or telephone

800-538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-9862)
toll-free for the name of your nearest dealer.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
PRESENTS
THE FIRST FAMILY OF
ADVANCED CALCULATORS..
HP·21 Scientific.
New low price. $80.00~
The HP-21 makes short work of the
technical calculations even so-called "nontechnical" courses require. If you need a calculator for more than simple arithmetic
-this is it-especially at its new low price.
• 32 built-in functions and operations.
• Addressable memory.

• Performs all standard log and trig functions
(in radians or degrees).
• Performs rectangular/polar conversion,
register arithmetic and more.
• Two selectable display modes: Fixed point
and scientific.
• Lowest-priced HP Scientific calculator.

HP·22 Business Management
$165.00*
The HP-22 easily handles the kinds of
calculations you face in business courses tq_day,
in management tomorrow. Breeze through
business math ·calculations. Build existing
statistical data into reliable forecasts. If you're
going into business administration, this is
the calculator for you.
• Combines financial, mathematical and
statistical capabilities.
• Performs complex time-value-of-money
computations including iriteresrrates.
• Performs rates of return and discounted
cash flows for investment analysis.
• Performs extended percent calculations,
accumulated interest, amortization, etc.
•Ten addressable memories.
• Full decimal display control.

HP·25C Scientific Programmable
with Continuous Memory.
$200.00*

student faces. What's more, its Continuous
Memory capability lets you retain programs
and data even when it's turned off.
•Continuous memory capability.
• 72 built-in functions and operations.
• Keystroke programmability.
•Branching, conditional test and full editing
capability.
•Eight addressable memories.
•We also offer the HP-25, (without the Continuous Memory feature) for $145.00~

HP·27 Scientific/Plus
$200.00*
The HP-27 is for the science or engineering student-whose course work extends into
business administration. The reason: It
features every pre-programmed scientific
function we've ever offered, plus comprehensive stat and financial functions. That's why
we've dubbed it our Scientific/Plus.
• 28 pre-programmed exponential, log and
trig functions, 15 statistical functions, 10
financial functions-53 in all.
• 10 addressable memories- 20 memories
in all.
• 6 selective clearing options give you flexible
use of memories.
• Fixed decimal, scientific or engineering
display formats.

The HP-25C is our keystroke programmable. It can solve automatically the repetitive
problems every science and engineering

Whal to IOok for before you buy an

advanced calculator.

DISPLAY

PROGRAMMA81LllY

ACCESSOR1ES

VALUf.

MANUtACTUREP S ~E PllTATION

iittififu~··::·····
*Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxes- Continental U.S., Alaska and Hawaii.
616/29

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 658G, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014.
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Culture conscious

Prof lived in England
by Clint Robbins
"Although their salaries are
much lower than ours, the British
receive much more government
assistance than we do," said Dr.
Floyd Rodine, Central history
professor.
Rodine and his wife, Gertrude,
arrived home last · month from
England where they had spent
almost one year during his sabbatical. Mrs. Rodine is an instructor at
Central's Early Childhood Center
on campus.
"If your salary is below a certain
amount," Rodine said (speaking of
England's assistance program),
"you are eligible for government
subsidies.
"The English government provides free medical care, even to
DR. DONALD GUY, dean of student development, explains to Steve
visitors. Also, the retirement penSmall what services are offered.
sions are reasonably generous,"
Rodine said, "but the average
English wage earner feels as
pressed as we ~re."
,Many of the English industries
have been nationalized by their
government, including the health
Dr. Donald Guy, professor of ment programs. His office also · care industry. "It's not pure capitalism in that country; it is more a
psychology, is currently filling the coordinates most SUB activities.
Dr.
Guy
advocates
a
closer
merging of capitalism and socialposition of dean of student development Services at Central. The relationship between students and · ism."
Saying that Queen Elizabeth has
position was vacated at the end of administration and is interested in
initiating plans to improv~ rela- little actual influence, Rodine ex. last year by Dr. Robert Miller.
tions between the two groups.
plained, "The Trade Union ConDr; Guy received his Masters
gress in England is probably the
He is also interested in promot- most powerful agency as it is made
and PhD in experimental psychology from the University of Colo- ing better contact with students up of representatives from the
rado in 1967. He moved to CWSC enrolled outside the Ellensburg , Labour Party, which is now in
in 1969 where he has taught area and hopes to · initiate pro- power."
grams encouraging prospective
introductory psychology courses.
England is in its second year of
students to visit the eampus.
the wage and price agreement but
As dean of Student Developaccording to Rodine, the unions
ment, Dr. Guy's office maintains
Dr. Guy is filling the position on "will probably be reluctant to
all files and records of students a temporary one-year basis. Mean- agree when the next negotiations
and has charge of six offices while, screening will take place begin."
Financial Aid, testing and counsel- throughout the year on a nationDue to the prolonged drought
lng services, Educational-oppor- wide level from which a perma- England suffered this past sumtunities, health ~enter, and place- nent dean will be selected.
mer, the country has been obliged
to import a great deal of its
products. Consequently, the pound
keeps dropping, and the wage and
price agreement was called to halt
inflation.
"However," Rodine said, "there
remains gross unemployment and
this is why the Unions will
certainly be hesitant in the coming
Filling the position of dean of
negotiations."
Arts and Humanities for this year
Protest movements occur in
is Dr. Zoltan Kramar. The office
England just as in the United
was vacated at the end of last year
States, but unlike this country, the
by Dr. John Housley.
English party in power contains its
own Communist Party.
Dr. Kramar was born in Hun"The Labour Party, led by
gary and educated in the United
Prime
Minister Callaghan, does
States, earning his PhD in history
contain within it a Communist
from the University of Nebraska.
group. This faction, howeve",
He began his career at Central 13
works within the system for its
years ago as a professor of military
goals just as any other party."
history.
Though he emphasized that
there is no open apartheid in
The school of Arts and HumaniEngland, there is racial tension.
ties coordinates the Art, Drama,
"With the demise of the British
English, Foreign Language,
Empire, the subjects from other
Music, Philosophy Departments,
countries have come to England
and the Humanities and Religious
because they possess British citiStudies Programs. Dr. Kramar
zenship.
will work in conjunction with the
."As a result of the influx of new
heads of these departments and
workers, unemployment is high,
programs in a policy-setting capaand racial tension becomes an
city.
issue with the minority groups
DR. ZOLTAN .KRAMAR
Dr. Kramar is ·serving as interim dean with his contract ending
Sept. l, 1977. At that time he will
Become
be replaced by a new ·dean,
selected to serve on a permanent
basis.

Guy is new dean

Kramar is. new d-e an

demanding equal opportunity,"
Rodine said.
.
Essentially a gentle people,
according to Rodine, "the English
are perhaps too generous. There is
a high rate of taxation, but there·,
are many benefits for not-so-fortunate citizens.
"And while England is still a
-country with definite classes, the
high rates of taxation have driven
many from the upper class out of
the country." Performers in the
arts flee England and stay in the
country only until their income
becomes taxable.
English public, "private" in this
country, schools may be a thing of
the past since there is a movement
to make· all of the schools open to
the general public.
"Many of the kids must look for
work at 15 because they fail to
pass certain qualifications which
enable them to go on in their
education," Rodine said. "Fundamentals in learning are stressed
very much in England."
In describing the English political climate, Rodine said that
Margaret Thatcher, the Conservative Party leader, "is bidding to
become the first woman Prime
Minister. Former Prime Minister
Heath, however, doesn't really
support her.
"The Conservative Party in
England is rather split," he said,
"It is very similar to the political
situation in the United States."
With regard to foreign policy,
Rodine said that the Labour Party

We've_ got. the
loude.s tSfront door

)~f~Jown

. '.\l''~ :
co:#J'NERSTONE.':.~

. .~~~.~: .

New Jersy 07006

.:'.::-_'<?·

ca, (a four to eight passenger
plane). King County Police say
that it crashed some 1,000 feet
south of the runway after hittin~
some trees.

Central student, Jay Robert
Leary, and three other men were
killed when the twin-engine plane
Leary was piloting crashed shortly
after takeoff from Crest Airpark in
Seattle. One man survived.
Besides Leary, the men who
died in the Saturday night crash
were identified by the King
County medical examiner's office
as Jon Wesley Howard, 21; Terry
Christensen, 21; and Bruce Donald
Wasson, 21. A fifth passenger,
Timothy Johnson, 21, Des Moines,
survived the crash and is reported
in satisfactory condition at Valley
General Hospit_!.
Leary was a sophomore, majoring in biology and minoring in
flight management. He had planned to fly the plane to Ellensburg to
show the other men his apartment.
Leary, Howard, and Wasson
were all from the Des Moines area.
Christensen was a maintenance
man for the Port of Seattle.
Leary_was flying a Piper Sene-

LOVE iln•sinatively exprmed in ...

Dazzlina Diamonds
GUmmeri.. Gold
Precious Platinum
DISCOUNTS TO SlUDENTS
FACULTY & $TAFF
Gnde A QU81ity Diamonds Only:
% CT. S7S
% CT. S49S
~CT. S2SO
ICT. $695
VHt arrav of megnlflcent dlemond
en111amant • wedding rl"91 ... fullv
9uaranteed .•. up to 50% dlecount bv
buying direct from laeclln1 diamond
Importer. Purch ... bv mall, phone or
from showroom. Send S1 for color
c.nel09 to SMA D&.mond lmportara.
Inc., Bo• •2. Fanwood. N.J . 07023

(Indicate name of 1ehool) or call
(201) 96•·79'75 , (212) 02-3390.
(215) L03-18'8 or (609) 779-1050
for location of Ulowroom n•rest
you.

Mundys Shoe Store

Downtown

Some of the brands we feature include:

. Wo/ v_e rine
c;.v..O·E
.
nno J

Step Master

eftick

Dunham

/:re

~06

er1s

ernon

s

~\¥.e

Personality
Red Goose f

Red W\nQ
\{06s

,E.T. Wright

0 (<'

0

\ote

Scho\\' 5

For a large select ion of

-shoes , hoots, Hosiery and accessories

TA V,_~i);:

962 - 2 700

Football (the sport we call
soccerl is also very important.
"The average blue collar worker
gains his or her identity with the
_loc_al football club."
·
President Ford is "extremely ·
ordinary to the English, and they
see Jimmy Carter as something of
an enigma,". Rodine noted. They
are often bemused with the circuslike atmosphere of our political
conventions."

Central student killed

, A College Campus Dealer

Sell Brand New Stero Componets
at lowest prices . High profits;
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED. For
details, contact: FAD Componets,
Inc. 2 0 Passaic Ave; Fairfield,

"continually hacks away at the
defense budget. The Labour Party
wants this money to go for other
things.
"Opposite the Labour Party, the
Conservative Party wants England to remain committed to the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in the English defense budget."
An average English person,
accordinJ! to Rodine, is more
conscious of cultural things than
the American citizen. "The Arts in
England are heavily subsidized by
the government. London alone has
four major symphonies and 36
large theatres.
"They also have two opera
houses. Admission is a bargain by ,
_4Jl!eric~n stan<!ards. A cultural
complex has recently been constructed on the south bank of the
Thames River with a new national
theatre, Rodine noted.
Museums in England are still
free of admission charges and, said
Rodine, "a great deal of attention
is paid to this aspect of life."

visit

Ilene Orlowsky

201-227-6884

MUNDY'S SHOE STORE

4th & Pearl
Downtown
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Music Menu

New disco in Old Cavern has

Marilyn Monroe Graphics

by Scott Carpenter
KCWS Manager

interference, but the SUB fire this
summer has caused the fire department to tighten the belt on all
If you have wandered through
regulations
pertaining to the buildthe portion of the SUB currently ·
So the basement may not be
under construction you may have used for any purpose other than ing's use.
R.e:modeling began the third
noticed a peculiar looking blue storage until a new exit is built.
week in August. At that time, the
staircase.
Blueprints of the basement Board of Control had appropriated
The staircase is the entry way to show that its underground location a total of $4,000 to be used in
Monroe's Disco, a new recreation
purchasing materials labor.
puts alJ four walls at least 20 feet
area being remodeled by the ASC
- To date, the entry way has
from the outside foundation.
Programming Agency.
neared completion and a new
John Drinkwater, ASC admin- sound ·system for the disco has
Located in the basement where
istrator,
s"aid that underground . been purchased.
The Cavern used to be, Monroe's
excavation
would be too costly
When finished, the disco will
will remain under construction.
because of the size and depth of a include a 400 square foot dance
Originally the disco was to open tunnel required to reac~ under- floor, a pool room, wet bar and
permanently installed sound sysfor business Monday, Sept. 20. neath th~ building.
However, plans for completion
tem.
At present the fire department
have been delayed by the EllensThe interior walls will be done in
burg Fire Department and at this has approved a plan to cut a._hole
combinations of royal blue, french
through
the
southwest
corner
of
time the expected opening date is
blue and silver. Two graphic
the ceiling.
not known.
artists have been hired to do
The basement w:ill will then end
The fire department has deter- directly to an entry way to the air-brush murals of Marilyn Monmined that if the basement is to be SUB next to the ASC office. Cost' roe which will decorate the disco.
used as a class "A", or public estimates are still being prepared
Construction on the interior will
meeting place area, an additional ~y the Physical Plant.
not resume until the Physical
exit must be built that will open to
Plant decides on a completion date
the outside of the building.
Until an estimate is finished, a for the new exit.
completion date for the new exit
ASC Dance Chairperson Nancy
Although the basement has two cannot be determined and as a
exits, one of them opens into a _ result, the disco will not open until Byrne said that she hopes thedisco will open before the close of
study room next to the pit. the exit is completed.
the term and that the new sound
According to Joe Tolerico, spokes- .
The basement area has been system will be put to work at disco
man from the fire department, used for years without question or dances held elsewhere in the SUB.
by Bob Wheatley

New film
series to
be· shown
Central's new film society is
presenting a series of films adapted from literary works in the SUB
Theatre every Monday evening at
7:30 pm.
This week's second show is the
version of Hemingway's The Old
Man and the Sea starring Spencer
Tracy.
.
Other films to be shown are·
listed in order of presentation: Our
Man in Havana, The Heart is a
Lonely Hunter, The Madwoman of '.
Chaillot, The Loneliness of the
Long · Distance Runner, Long
·Day's Journey Into Night, The
Magic Christian, The Sea Gull,
Lord of the Flies, and The Three
Sisters.
Admission price is a $1 coritribution at the door. The series is
non-profit. For further information
contact Richard Johnson in L & L
403D.

.I .............

The KCWS request line, 9632311, has always been popular,
providing listeners _with a chance
to hear something which fits their
particular mood. At times it seems
that the record files might be
lackin~ some music which would
fit the format. The June 18 fire
fixed that, causing the record
library to be completely lacking.
The KCWS staff is busy forming
a list of records to order which will
give listeners an opportunity to
call in for music they enjoy while
eating dinner, studying, doing the
dishes or just lying around: You
name it.
KCWS is fortunate that there
were many summer releases. Record outlets have provided the
station with back releases lost in
the .fire, such as the · Frampton
double LP, Al Stewart - past, present andlutur-e , Foghat Rock and
Roll Outlaws.
Students on and off campus can
flip on the radio and settle down to
a nice afternoon or evening of
Chicago, Jim Croce, ·Stones, or
Nugent, assured of some fine
background music.
Traditional study aids!! That's
the kind of reputation .which has
made KCWS popular. Pick up your
phone now and call in requests.

II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · -·

that exit ~ill not meet safety
regulations.

.
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· Have You Seen Jesus, My Lord

·

.

Concert:

John Fischer

-

.

..
..

••• a person •• ~a performer ••• with rare
quality in his easy folk style. New

music and direction in biblical form

which brings a new bib.lical perspective
to cr·e ativlty.

..

.

"

Free Concert: Saturday, Oct. 2
McConnell Auditorium 7:~0 p.m.

Sponsored · by the Missionary Alliance Church
925 6262 ' ..
102 Ruby
.~·······~··~·············!··························~·········································································;.:•..•.•••••.•.• ~~~•4•••••••i•••'•'•i•··········~
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Pistol

Band blows fuse
by Bob Wheatley
Last Friday night Crystal Pistol,
a San Francisco -based band,
appeared in concert at McConnell
Auditorium.

Crystal Pistol's style ranged
from ballad to funk to country rock
to blues. Their ability to play a;
wide range of music was impressive, although they seemed to lack
an ability to end the numbers well. ·

The group's only real problem is
Despite a blown fuse half-way
through the band's two-hour set, Randy Leland on percussion. Sevthe show came off quite well. · eral times during the show he
Balcony follow-spots lost power for completly lost the beat and made
about 20 minutes when a fuse blew repeated mistakes.
in a first floor power box. ,
The rest of the band covered up
well but if they ever make personnel changes, it might be wise to
' The_gr~~_p ha_s been billed as
"formerly with Cold Blood,.. Mern find someone else.
hers Rod Ellicot, bass player, and
McConnell proved to be a good
Danny Hull both were with Cold · place to hold a small concert. The
Blood until recently. Hull was the atmosphere was intimate and the
tenor sax and lead writer for Cold sound was good. Stage lighting
Blood in their heyday a few years was done with colored gels and a
~go ..
lighted "eye" behind the band.
The six member group is made
McConnell's only problem is the
up of three women and three men. ._loading dock at the east side of the
The group's leader, Victoria, key- building. The loading dock is surboards, talked with the audience rounded by bushes and trees
frequently throughout the show making it impossible to back a
and exhibited a lot of enthusiasm truck up to the dock, but Crystal
during the group's up-tempo num- Pistol did not have a lot of heavy
bers.
equipment, which was fortunate.

•
Revolving stage being built
Their music is 90% original;
· Victoria and Hull write most of
their material. The group's music
is heavy on volcals with all three
women together on harmonies.

The 1976-77 theater season on
Central campus will include a wide
range of plays and musicals.
The stage of McConnell auditorium is being converted into a
revolvinQ' turntable stasre in order
• to acommodate the many settings
and scenery changes of Arthur
Miller's The Crucible, opening in
October; A Little Night Music, the
hit musical .by Stephen Sondheim;
and The Doctor's Dilemma, G.B.
Shaw's wry comic digs at the
medical profession.
·

'

~

The Threepenny Playhouse will
open its season in October with a
"back-alley musical", Archie and
Mehitabel. Boys in the Band, a gay
comedy will close fall quarter in
Barge Hall. Other productions
scheduled in Threepenny Playhouse are John Patrick's comedy
The ,· Curious Savage, and The
Brave Liitle Tailor, a children's
play which will tour the state of
Washington after a week's run
here.
Other student productions plan-

The band sauntered back for one
encore at the close of the show.
They played a well-done version of
Takin' It to The Streets, a Doobie
Brothers' tune.

PJ's

Alexander was pleased with the
the turnout and commented "the
people ask good and intelligent
questions, and I was very pleased
to have them.''

Approximately 177 people participated in the organized tours
that were given by the library
here at Central last Sunday.
There were nine groups that
took the tours, consisting from
four to five, to 15 to 20 people.
"People came as far as Yakima to
take the tours," said Malcolm
Alexander, Co-ordinator of-Public
Services at Central.

See the only
domesticated
MFR
l.n Ellensburg

"The idea," according to Alexander, "was to give the parents,
students and also the general
public a general introduction to
the new library."

CORNERSTONE
TAVERN

Also helping in the tour was
Nancy Nickeerson of the library's
Document and Map Dept.

ned for later in the year are You're
A Good Man, Charlie Brown;
Heidi, and Tell Me That You Love,
Me, Junie Moon.

Mlrli
MDEAN'S T.V.

The Crucible and Archie and
Mehitabel are already in rehearsal. Auditions for the other plays
will be announced and participation is open .to students, faculty,
staff and community members. If
you can't participate, come see the
shows--live theatre is alive in
Ellensburg.

~

~~

............,.

..

962 - 2700 '
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APPLIANCE .
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_WELCOMES YOUf

-

•T.V. RINTALS """ .W IS
..IPAIRS

.

eLAllGI
OP DISCOUNT RKOllDS

.

•ucn°"

AND TAMICralfl

R.C.A. • Sony

Check th'e se dates
Sept. 30 - Jazz rock band in the Oct. 5 Seattle Super Sonics vs.
SUB pit at noon
Phoenix in Nicholson Pavillion
Zardoz in the SUB small
at 8 pm
~heatre at 7 and 9 pm.
"Tarzan the Ape Man" in the
Oct. 2 Football at Eastern
~UH pit at noon
Central Invitational men's cross
Monroe's Disco in the SUB
country
basement at 8 pm
Oct. 4 "Curbstone" in the SUB pit · Oct. 6 Goofy's band in the SUB pit
at noon
·at noon
· Olive M. Ayhen's _painting in the
Crafts display in the SUB pit at
art- gallery in Randall Hall
noon

Library gives four

Oct. 9 Football at Simon Fraser
Women's field hockey: PLU vs
Central at 9:30 am and Idaho
vs Central at 2:30 pm
Men's cross country at the Ft.
Casey Invitational at Whidbey Island
Oct. 10 Women's field hockey vs
Seattle club at 2 pm
Oct. 11 Curbstone in the SUB pit
at noon

·DEAN'S I

~·

.

T.V. & IPPUAICE

417 N. Pearl - 925.- 1121

B~..

. ,_____

lllli.Tlllf~

«

WIEI YIU 11111 llLI. .Tllll WllElll'S
IUIE 1 llLI
Gal 12·
'/1 Gal IJ•
2% llLI
'It Gal 11•
PIST./HD•D. llLI
...
'It Gal. 11
CllCDUTE llLI
I

1
/1

~;Closer to campus for
.

men and ·women "natural look"
Early evening appointment
a·ctepted.

962-2550

3rd and Sampson

We'n lookinc forwanl ·to unilc

Winegar's

rou

111111
•

located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

411 W.1 111• •• 121-1121

OpenMonclaythrvSoturdoy 1 p.m.-Tp.m.
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8 SMALL ~us1N(~b_S
Blue-eyed Grass

D
L.

R·ainbow Farms

WlLCOMl YOU
,,,

'-

Peaceful· Valley Food Co·op
Happy's Backroom

The Fishing Hole
The Re Cycle Shop

•

ct

the

:}(: 10% off all plants
$ 25% of I handthr.own
pots & much more

WELCOME BACK
We're here for your
bicycle needs.
ELLENBURGS B!CYCLE SHOP

iffi~Ih:di~

Illl@Il@
tropical fish
and supplies

ReCJ.cle
11-6
Tues.·Fri.

9-5
Sat.

MEXICAN
ana

NATURAL FOOD
DIMMER SPECIALS
STARTING - OCTOBER 2nd

Closed Sun.&Mon.
925~332.6

307 M. Main

105 W. 3rd St.

925-)050

419 M.Pearl 925-5216

1-------------------....--------------------t-------------------~~--~--------------., @
.TIME FOR
A CHANGE

-

~=-=~,._.
:I"

~'

:n

Ill
~--~
-ttort~:s

PEACEFUL
VALLEY
FOOD
CO-OP

fl!~ioJl
107w. ~r-~
11·5' M•!ttt.

· .15%0FF Gifts
Shaklee Producb
t ableclolhes, carpets,
and bedspreads

Come in and look around.
105 E. 4th
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CATALOG
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-STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Fall quarter testing is scheduled
Students and student spouses for Oct. 23 and Oct. 30. Those
wishing employment should check interested in entering the teacher
the job postings on the hall education program can apply in ·
bulletin board outside the Office of 1 Black 216.
'
Financial Aid, 209 Barge Hall.. All
For more information call the
students seeking employment on Office of Teacher Education at
campus, whether awarded work- 963-266!: ,
study or seeking regular student
employment, must clear through
PLACEMENT ORIENTATION
the Student Employment Office.
MEETINGS-EDUCATION

FINANCIAL AID CHECKS

Financial aid checks are currently being disbursed in the Cashier's
Office, 2nd floor, Mitchell Hall.
Checks not claimed by October
15th will be cancelled.
LOST KEYS

All lost keys should be returned
to the key room at the physical
plant service building. If you lose a
key it should be reported to the
key room either in person or call
963-2927. The college charges· for
lost keys.
LIBRARY REGULATION

Students who will seek teaching
positions this year should plan to
attend one of the following placement orientation meetings to receive placement registration materials and information on how the
Career Planning & Placement
Center can help in your job search.
Meetings will be held in Black Hall
101 at the following times:

-

-

-

-

VACATIONS

CRISIS LINE TRAINING

SIGMA TAU ALPHA

Two vacation periods are , sche_Crisis Line needs volunteers.
Enroll for the fall training session duled for fall quarter. Classes will
Oct. 29 through 31. A pre-training not be held on Thursday, Nov. 11,
orientation will be held Tuesday in honor of Veterans' Day. ThanksOct. 26 from 7 to 9 pm. Call . giving vacation will begin at noon,
925-2223 or 925-4168 for more Nov. 24, and continue through
~ov. 26.
information.
FEDERAL SERVICE
ENTRANCE TEST
INFORMTATION

Pace exam: Students interested
in federal employment should note
the date of the first PACE
entrance examination scheduled
for fall. Date of the test is Nov. 20.
A.pplication deadline is Oct. 20.
There are other test dates scheduled for January, March and May.

· Foreign Service officer Exam
This exam is for positions as
Foreign Service Officer for the U S
State Department. The exam is to
Seniors planning to student be given Dece_!!lber 4_. Applicateach winter or spring quarters tion deadline is October 24.Information booklets and applishould plan on establishing their
cation forms for both of the above
placement files this quarter.
exams are available in the Career
Planning and Placement Center,
105 Barge Hall.
Wednesday, Oct. 6- 3:00-3:45 pm
Thursday, Oct. 7 - 4:00-4:45 pm
Thursday, Oct. 7 - 7:00-7:45 pm

Students using the Ellensburg
Public Library must show proof of
local residency each time items are
OPTION 'C' UPDATE
checked out, according to library
All students who have applied
officials.
Dorm students can use their fo:c student teaching and Option 'C'
mean tickets. Students living in for this coming year, please come
college housing apartments and in to the Student Teaching Office,
• married student units can use _ Black 217, and update applications.
1
This should include any changes in
current I.ease ·contracts.
name, address, and addition of
Off-campus students must classes completed in previous
either have a driver's liscense with quarters. Please come in and do
a local address, a rental receipt, or this by Oct. 8.
a current bank statement.

_,._

All Rainbow Girls interested in
joining Sigma Tau Alpha at CWSC
should contact Kay Cory as soon as
possible. Phone 962-2326 in the
evenings or drop by the Campus
Crier office (SUB 218) in the
afternoons from 1-3.

Denim
BluesEspecially for
tuniors -washed
out, softened
up cotton denims in all the
latest looksl

WRITING CON'l'EST

Redhook's "Young Writers' Contest" for 1977 will feature a $1,500
first prize, a $300 second prize, and
three third prizes of $100 each.
The winning story will be published in Redhook's August fiction
issue.
Contest rules can be obtained
at: Redhook's Young Writers'
Contest, Box F, 230 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y., 10017.
All entries must be postmarked
no later than Dec. 31, 1976 and
re~eived by Jan. 20, 1977.

VETERANS VERIFY
Post office boxes will not be
ENROLLMENT
• adequate.
The Ellensburg Public Library
The office of veterans ·affairs at
is located at the corner of Third Central reminds all veterans and
and Ruby St.
other persons receiving VA bene- ·
fits to verify enrollment for' the
COMMUNITY GALLERY
quarter at the Veterans Affairs
Community Gallery, 408 1/2
RODEO CLUB
office, Barge 102. Those who did
North Pearl, upstairs, will feanot check in with .the veterans
Rodeo club will meet today at 3 table. at registration, must stop in ture paintings, drawings and
pm in SUB 103. All interested to the office with the pink registra- jewelry by Kay Crimp, former art
instructor at Ellensburg High
students are invited to attend.
tion slip to verify enrollment School; weaving by Diane Knoke,
within two weeks or registration Ellensburg; metal sculpture by
or benefits will be terminated.
TEACHER ED TESTS
Ted Neth, a teacher at Columbia
This policy has resulted due to Basin College in Pasco; and potStudents interested in entering recent changes in VA regulations
the teaeher , education program at requiring Central to make "time- tery by Kaaren Stoner, Seattle.
Central are required to take a ly" reports of all changes in This show begins Oct. 9 and ends
Oct. 30. Hours: noon to 5 pm,
basic skills test in English, Spell- veteran enrollments.
Tuesday
through Saturday.
ing, Math, Handwriting, and Reading.

Children's
-conference
A two-day conference concern- ·
ing children with learning disabilities will begin at Central Oct. 1.

•
•

•
•

The conference is open to anyone interested in special education. Cost of registration is $4 for
students and $8 for non-students.
Central's special education staff is ,
sponsoring the conference.
Dr. Willard Abraham, an Arizona State University faculty member and a nationally known leader .
in the field, will keynote the
Conference on Gifted Children. He
will deal with the implications and
trends in special education result. ing from recently enacted federal
law. Abrahams has written numerous books and articles about gifted
children and slow learners.

STEIN CLUB:
TAV JACKET
11 oz. STEIN
KEG PARTTES
30 11 SCHOONERS ALL FOR s 70° 0

8 :30-9:30

SATURDAY

(with peanuts)
-2:00-5-:00 '

PLUS SPECIAL
OCCASIONS

THE
925-3939

A special panel to discuss the
role of parents of exceptional
children will include parents of
~~~:~ in the Bellevue School

SUND A Y DINNER:
Sp AG HE TT I
MEAT SAUCE
GAR LIC BR EA D

Registration for the conference
will be from 5 to 6 pm in·
Samuelson Union Building. Information about the meetings may be
obtained from the special education department, Black Hall, tele-

suND A y s 4: 0 0 pm

phone 963-1461.

HAPPY HOU RS:
MON-FRI

ON 4th ST.

TAV
OTHER THINGS:

OUTDOORS IN
THE BEERGARDENS
KEGS TO GO
BUTTERED
GREEN SA LAD
ALL YOU CAN EAT
POPCORN
$ 1.2 5
WORLD FAMOUS

.

HOTDOGS
~-_:__.___:____J~~~!"ll-~~~~~~~----------

~~a.
DOWNTOWN
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Joint Student ·fees
Budgeted amounts for 1976-1977
This ls the 1976-77 Joint Student Fees budget. Money i·n this budget c~mes from the
regisf ration fees al Central. This money Is paid _directly by the student for these
activities and services. For a more detailed budget break-down or answers to any
questions students should contac_t Vern LaBay, Advisor to Joint Student Fees. His
phone is 963-1501 and his office ls located in Peterson Hall
Salaries and
Wai;tes
Alhletic Administrati• •n
Tickets - Athletics
Hase ball
Hasketball
Foot ball
Coif
Swimming
Tennis
Track
Wrestling
Men and Women lntramurals
Women 's Athletics
Chtierleaders
Drama
Music
Recreation
Instructional Swimming
Competitive Youth Swim
Board of Control
Campus Crier
~ason

KCWS

New Student Week
Social Activities
Executive Vice President
Administrative Vice President
Student Fees Accounting
Games Room
Food Services
SUB Administration
SUB Custodial
SUB Engineering
Totals

Personal
Services

Goods and
Services

200

0

0
400

0

12665
7500
3200
3100
11500
600
1065
675
2500
1750
1950
1400
500

2775
4250
6120
1100
2800
800
4384
2400
200
20000
1500

0
0

0
0

8000

1000

0
0

0
0

900

600
800
0

125
20
200
350
16000
1000
0
0
0

20700
8000
1600
24640
20000
4400

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Travel

0

0
41650

0
0

0
.' 0

0
0

0
0

JO

2400
0

0

130
2000
60730
15913
9500
74700

249613

sooso

270438

0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

35
0
25
50
80

0

2066
ISO

Staff
Benefits

10900

6060
20850
2650
1500
20000

8200
56000
32562
36600
15000

Equipment

0
0

so
so

0

0

1600

ssoo

100

0
0
0
2000
0
0
0
IOOO
1000

0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

11 SO
1000
1400

325

'5

16

400

250

0
0

0
I()

0

3000
800
150

2900
1600
400
0
200
0

0
15
650
8270

0
0

1500

500

5100
5400
2500

59834

15450

32906

Transfer
Total
Charges Expenditures
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

23800
7500
6400
8000
18500
1700
4000
1500
7100
4500
20150
34000
2000

Net JSF
Allocation

0

23800
6000
6400
8000
17000
1700
4000
1500
7100
4500
20000
34000
2000

13500
0

0
1500
0
0
0
0
0

150
0
0
0

0
0

34700
8800
1750
34500
43500
8500

0
0

0
8700
8800
1750

26000

0

34SOO

23500
2500

20000
6000

0
0

ISOO

0

lSOO

64166

30000

34166

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
lbOOO
126000
21000

2715
4000

0
0

28300
53000
92700

253400

418891

6000
0

2725
12000
126000
49300
53000
92700

6000

672291

0

Less
Revenue

0
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FOR ONLY

TODAY'S
ELECTRONIC CITIZENS
BAND RECEIVER

NO INSTALLATION

TURNONYOUR
EARS TODAY!

(UNIT CLIPS CONVENIENTLY TO AUTO SUN VISOR)

THIS AMAZING NEW RECEIVER Wll.L ALLOW YOU TO LISTEN TO ALL 23 CB CHANNELS WITH. IN A 15 MILE RADIUS WITHOUT THE NEED FOR EXAMINATION OR LICENSE. YOU DON'T
HAVE TO PUT UP A SPECIAL ANTENNA, EITHER. JUST HANG THE RECEIVER IN YOUR CAR,
TURN IT ON AND YOU'VE GOT "EARS"! SO START LISTENING TO TRAFFIC REPORTS, POLICE
(SMOKEY) LOCATIONS, GET YOUR SHARE OF TODAY'S EXCITEMENT AND TRAFFIC PROTECTION.

TRUCKERS CB TERMS
Beaver
Woman
Big 10-4
A Mouthful
County Mountie _Country Police
Ears
CB Radio
Flip Flop
Return Trip

Green Stamps _ _ Money
Hammer Down_Full Speed
Handle
Code Name
Local Yokel Local City Police
Picture Taking
Radar

Ratchet Jaw
Chatterbox
Rollin'
Moving
Smokey
State Police
10-4 _ _ Message Received
20
Location

ACT NOW AND RECEIVE FREE CODE LIST
AVALUABLEMOBILEUNIT (GUARANTEED)FOR:

HOUSEWIVES,SALESMAN,CONSTRUCTION FOREMEN,
TR~\ VE LERS, SPORTSMEN, HOBBYISTS & CAMPERS.
@1F YOU ALREADY OWN A STANDARD C~ TRANSCEIVER USE THIS MODERN UNIT
TO CONTACT MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY, EMPLOYEES, ETC.

@MOTORCYCLISTS:
CLIPS TO YOUR MACHtNE EA$1L Y

Listen in on the latest news of the road!
Hear Police and Radar Positions!
Avoid Traffic Delays!
For A Friend or Loved One!

ACT NOW!
MAIL ORDERS TO:

COSMIC PERSPECTIVE
620 KINDERKAMACK RD.
N . 7 61
COMPANY NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
YOUR NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY
TELEPHONE

Be Warned of Emergencies!
Protect Your Driver's License
Excellent And Useful Gift

STATE___

ZIP
EXTENSION _ _

_ CHECK
_CASH
_MONEY ORDER

QUANTITY _ _ _ __
ITEM
PRICE
EXTENSION _ __
POSTAGE & HANDLING $1.50 _ _
5% NJ STATE SALES TAX _ __
TOTAL ORDER _
______ --·--- PLEASE ALLOW 2-3, WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
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Rocky flips bird .

But vvho 's vvatch ing ·
"I don't think it's dignified to
give the finger to the Vice-President of the United States," snapped Nelson Rockefeller after he
flipped the bird to 25 student
hecklers in Bighamton, New York,
last week. "I just responded in
· kind--it's the American way."
While this incident could have
triggered a barb-filled series of
encounters between students and
candidates in past elections, this
year it looks like there won't be
any fights for Rocky, Grits and
Fritz or Jerry Ford--students just
don't care.
Campus activism hasn't exactly
flourished in 1976. Most of the
politicking is left to student hacks,
the future world leaders and state
senators, who are laying roots for
their own careers. The camaraderie and idealism of 1968 and 1972 is
gone; there's not the unity that
brought 40,000 youths together to
work for George McGovern in the

'72 New York primary. Jimmy
Carter enlisted just 400 students
for the same effort in '76.
The few youths that are involved in the national election this year
keep lonely hours at student union
campaign booths, occasjonally
hawking a bumpersticker or bending some patient passerby's ear.
According to pollster Peter
Hart, it's an election year that will
find less than half the country's
registered voters traipsing to the
polls, with an even lower percentage pegged for those under thirty.
"Students are campaigning for
pragmatic reasons," explained
Doug Miller, a senior at the
University of Chicago. "They realize it's the only presidential election in their four college years, and
they want to get the experience.
On the whole, the University of
Chicago is apolitical, anyone who
gets involved in extra-curricular
activities is in the minority here,"
he continued.
Despite the gloomy prospects of
making inroads on the student
vote, both Carter and Ford youth
directors are at least making an
effort to woo the reluctant voters.
"Across the board, people are
for Carter--our enemy is apattiy,
Permits for motor vehicle park- not Gerald Ford," asserted Janet
ing on campus lots may be pur- Oliver, of the Carter National
chased at Mitchell Hall's cashier's Headquarters in Atlanta. "Young
office. Fees are $20 for the people want integrity and leadercalendar year or $15 for a three- ship, and they haven't seen it in
quarter academic year. Quarterly their lifetime. They don't remempermits may also be purchased for her FDR and JKF."
a slightly higher cost than last
Oliver, who is directing a camyear, $6.
pus voter resigtration blitz and
Faculty and staff, as well as canvassing operation, feels that
students are required to purchase young people are fed up with
permits for parking on campu.s politics and will be hard to reach,
parking lots.
despite the fact that "Governor
Motorcycle permits will be issu- Carter has had a terrific response
ed this year, at $8 for the calendar at colleges and everywhere else."
year or $6 for the three-quarter.
Carolyn Booth, National Youth
academic year. Quarterly permits Director for the Ford campaign, is
can be purchased for $2.50.
more encouraged about getting
Visitors to Central wlll oe
the student vote to the polls.
charged a 25 cent parking fee for
is _tremendous support for
the use of the lot behind Hertz Hall "There
Ford in the southern schools, and
or in front of Nicholson Pavilion by
means of coin machines located at Wake Forest, Baylor and Notre
Dame are particularly strong," she
.both lots. A policy exists permittsaid. "The Republican college stuing refund of the 25 cent fee for
those persons parking in the lot in dent who is registered is more
back of Hertz Hall and making iikely to vote than other students:'
purchases at the college book store
But if there's support for either
in the SUB.
Ford or Carter at the college

Parking
permits
required

PARKING PERMITS are required and can be purcahsed at Mitchell
Hall. Failure to do so results as in the latter photo.

\

:·)f

~

.

The:~~··.

'

Headhunter
707 N. MAIN

925-HAIA

The Michigan Daily editorialized
that Ford kicking off his campaign
· at a college campus (University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor) "is something akin to Hitler making the
first donation to the United Jewish
Appeal." The editorial marked
Ford as "an enemy of education"
· because of his anti-education re- 1
cord in Congress, and urged
students to demonstrate ·at the
President's arrival.
At the University of Texas at
Austin, a school that Booth counted among those active for Ford,
one student countered that the
campus was politically dormant: .i
"There's voter registration going
on alright, but the race isn't too
hot. There's little activity for ,
Carter, less for Ford. People just
don't care anymore."
"There's some political organiza- ·
tion, but it's not like four years ;
ago," remarked a graduate student at the University of Maryland, reiterating a common theme
on campuses today. "Some are ,
participating on a local level, the
· hardcore political addicts, but I
haven't seen much movement
around this place."
Even the workhors~ Young
American for Freedom are bypassing the presidential election this
year. Disheartened that Ronald 1
Reagan was nosed ouf.in Kansas
City, YAF members are concentrating on key Congressional
·races, where conservative candi- '
dates . are facing stiff oppostion.
What does it all add up to? A
\ handful of hecklers, a score of
placards and an occasional cherry •
bomb scare. And although some
students turn out for campaign
appearances, the most prevailing ~
attitude toward the election is
pretty well summed ' up by a
University of Oklahoma student
who said, "Yeah, I saw Carter. He ,
says what everyone wants to
: hear--just like any politician
would."
1

1

sU fVe. y 5 hQ WS
more
men

.
.
v1rg1n

· Women cOilege students are '
more sexually active than they
were six years ago and there is an
increase in the number of male
virgins, according to a study
reported in the October issue of
Playboy magazine.
The study found that 49 percent
of the college women polled in 1970
said they graduated with their
virginity unviolated. That figure
decreased to 26 percent this year. •
Male virgins increased from 18
percent in 1970 to 26 percent ·in
1976.
#

For all your
houseplants
~--~-

36" wide bookcase
37" high and•
10" deep
30'' wide bookcase
37" high and• 2290
10" deep

needs!
.

,,.

24'' wide bookcase
l 99o
10" deep

~~~~ 37" high. and$

Each hands6r.ne piece is of carefully
selected pine, smoothly sanded and
ready to finish. Dadoes add extra
strength to shelves. Coreblock construction insures against warping.

•

4-drawer desk
17x30x30" $ 3 2 so

I* converse L
•

$19.9
BROTHERTon's
109 E. Third

9'25-IJSS

~~a.
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Still a new organization
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Board of Control experiences growing pains

1

1

~

"The-Board of Control (BOC) is 'babysitting service' somewhere
finally getting organized and on its on campus, said McMullen. The
feet," said Executive Manager service will be used, he said, when
John Drinkwater and BOC chair- there is a big event on campus.
person Stu McMullen. Since .it was Parents who want to attend such
established two years ago, the an event will then have someplace
BOC has experienced growing to leave their children for a very
pains natural for any new organi.. minimal fee. It is not a money
zation.
maker, commented McMullen.
McMullen said that in the past, The cost of the service will come
members have had to concern out of the overhead of the event.
themselves primarily with proThe BOC has also formed a Fine
gramming and activities. "Last Arts Committee, which, according
year we had to tlo that piece by to McMullen, "is going to be a
piece. It's too time consumi~g."
really viable structure." He said
This year, however, a program- the committee will sponsor such
ming committee has been est'!-P- things as student art shows and
lished to set up activities on a some Papa John type setups. This
quarter by quarter basis. program will enable Central stuMcMullen explained that this has dents who are creative in the arts
freed board members to involve
themselves in other special areas.
Drinkwater explained that the
program committee is made up of
five members.
They schedule
dances, films, concerts, and any
other campus social activities. He
commented that the Sonics game
and Homecoming are the two
biggest events scheduled this
quarter.
The BOC replaced the more
traditional form of student government two years ago. Drinkwater
said the old government was too
large and clumsy and no longer
met student needs.
It was
concerned with political issues and
internal battles, he said, while
student needs became more per
sonal. Unemployment was rising,
Drinkwater said, and students
became more concerned with get
ting a job than fighting political
battles.
Budgeting for the BOC is
allotted by the Joint Student Fees
Committee. Joint Student Fees
are accumulated by taking $23.50
out of each student's registration
fee.
With programming oqt _Q.f Jhe
way, McMullen said the BOC has
been able to diversify its activities.
Of special concern to McMullen is
the State College Council,[SCC].
It is a non-profit organization
whose membership include all of
the student presidents of all state
colleges and universities in Wash
ington.
Twelve hundred dollars of BOC
funding has beeri invested in the
SCC this year, said McMullen.
McMullen explained that tne
sec is concerned with problem
areas on college campuses. Some
common concerns of the organization are possible tuition increases
and trying to get university status
for Central and the other state
colleges.
McMullen said that the SCC is
now involved in a class-action suit
against State Attorney General
Slade Gorton. He said the action
asks for use of an assistant
attorney general for associated
student bodies so "that if we ever
get in conflict with the Board of
Trustees, we can have the use of
an attorney." State law currently
prohibits the use of state funds for
hiring an attorney, explained
McMullen.
An inter-club council was
formed this year to help get the
club structure back on its feet, said
Drinkwater. He said the BOC has
allocated $4000 for club use. Half
of the amount will be given to
clubs for base operating fees,
while the remaining half will be
held by the BOC and used for
special events.
"What we're hoping," said
McMullen, "is that we won't have
to use the whole $4000. Clubs get
used to the $4000; and when
budgets get tight, it's just not
going to be there." Instead, he
said the BOC would like the clubs
to operate off of base fees and also
sponsor some money-making activities themselves.
BOC member Melissa Myers is
working on setting up a sort of

to display their talent before the
public.
BOC members also are concerned that off-campus students
are not receiving the benefits that
come with paying their registration fee, said McMullen.
He
commented, "I think Central can
expect a lawsuit from some offcampus students because they pay
their $169 and receive nothing in
return. In some cases they don't
even get their card validated."
What the BOC would like to do,
said McMullen, is set up a mailing
system. The college could "send
out a calendar to let (off-campus
students) know these programs
are available if they would like to
come up and participate in them."

. Used bicycles
assortment good

$1 ooo_aooo

Drinkwater and McMullen
agree that this should be a good
year for the BOC.
McMullen
explained his optimism by saying,
''This year will be the first real
year that communication will be
open· within the whole structure."
The BOC is going to stress
student involvement this year,
said McMullen. People from the
BOC office will not be allowed to
work at college-sponsored events
as they have done in the past.
Rather those jobs will be available
to students.
Also, students who want to
become involved in some BOC
program will · Le encouraged to
sign up in the office. Commented
McMullen, "That means more

ideas, more growth. We're getting
a wider variety ot Hleas trom a
larger section of the campus."
Does McMullen think the BOC
will receive the support of the
student body? Not entirely. "I
don't think the idea (of student
involvement] will be very welt
accepted at this time," he remarked. "But I think it's a start.
It's difficult to get support because
you can never satisfy everyone's
needs with any one 1?!.o~a.m:·
Drinkwater agrees that the
BOC cannot meet all the needs of
students. But, he commented,
"We are going to attempt to meet
as many needs as humanly possble."
· - '
.. ,.t

Athletic shoe dept.
(Best selection around)

Adidas

Shirt Transfers

.99
Over l 50 designs
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Cats score 1
lose to Pl.U
by Randy Kroke

15-yarder to end Randy Rochester.
That made the score 34-0.

Central Washington coach Tom
Parry labeled it as the worst
beating his Wildcat team has
suffered since he took over the
head coaching job 10 years .ago.

The Wildcats scored their only
touchdown late in third quarter.
Central recovered a PLU fumble
on a punt to take over on the PLU
37 yard-line. The Wildcats then
drove to the ten yard-line, took
advantage of two PLU penalties,
then finished it up on a Jim
Trep1per Three-yard-run.

Pacific Lutheran University
· (PLU) were the culprits as the
Lutes blitzed the Wildcats 48-6
last weekend at Tomlinson Field.
Central lost the ball six times,
five on interceptions and one
fumble. The three Wildcat quarterbacks were also sacked 10 times
behind the line of scrimmage.

~·!;

It was a terrible performance by
the Wildcats, and the PLU club
capitalized. The Tacoma school;
with Jon Horner leading the way,
rushed for 300 yards and did
another 171 yards in the air.

_ Horner, senior fullback from
Grandview, carried the ball ~4
times for 138 yards and scored
three touchdowns. Quarterback
Doug Girod also had a fine
afternoon, completing eight passes
for 163 yards and three touchdowns.

1

The Lutes also showed a fine
defense, limiting the Wildcats to a
mere 29 net yards rushing. John
Ross, who led the Wildcats last
year in rushing, led Central on the
ground with 46 yards on 10
carries.
The first six minutes of the
contest were played well by Central until the roof fell in late in the
first quarter. Central quarterback
Jeff Smith threw a pass which was
hauled down by PLU lineman Len
Brown, who then raced 24 yards
untouched for the Lute's first
score.
Three minutes later, after a
short Wildcat punt, it took PLU
three plays to cross the goal line
again, this one coming on a 34 yard
scoring pass from Girod _to split
end Al Bessette.

Pacific Lutheran 12 15 7 14 48
CentralWash. 0 0 6 0 6
PLU--Brown 24 pass interception
(kick failed).
PLU--Bessette 34 pass from Girod
(run failed).
PLU--Bessette 18 pass from Girod
(run failed).
PLU--Horner one run (Doucette
kick).
PLU--Sifety, Martin tackled by
Zamberlin in end zone.
PLU--Rochester 15 pass from Girod (Doucette kick).
CWSC--Tremper three run(pass
fail~d).

PLU--Horner 11 run (Doucette
kick).
PLU-Horner six run (Dovcette
kick).

NEAR MISS--Quarterback Jon Martin, a native of
Cle Elum, let a pass go against PL U only to watch it
..·drop incomplete. It was a bad day for the Cats.

90 Country runners strong
by Pat King

Central's cross country team ran
their first meet of the young
cwsc.
PLU
season on Sept. 25 at Whitworth.
22
11
First Downs
There was no team competition
22
11
First Downs
66-300
43-29 at the meet, as the runners battled
Rushes-yards
171
96' only as individuals.
Passing yards
Over 14 schools took part in the
471
122
Total Offense
11-23
5 · Whitworth meet, including the
Passes
9~17 -0
6-32.5 University of Montana and SimonPunts
3-18.0
4-1 Fraser from Canada.
Fumbles-lost
3-2
New coach Leon Leslie was
5-47
Penalties
12-79
Rushing--PLU: Horner 24-138,
Johnson 9-72, Strenge 14-71, Price
3-10, Cornish 1-9, Ray 4-8, Maiuri
1-4, Accimus 4-3, Westering 2minus 7, Girod 4-minus 8.
CWSC:Ross 10-46, Tremper 1031, Scarsorie 3-16, Hays 3-4, Ainslie 1-minus l, Martin 12-minus 17,
Dahl 2-minus 22, Bettez 2-minus
28.

In the second period the same
two combined again for another
score, this one from 18 yards out.

Passing--PLU: Girod 8-14.-163-0,
Westering 1-3-8-0, CWSC--Martin
7-13-72-1, Smith 4-8-22-2, Reichert
Central did have a scoring 0-1-0-1, Dahl 0-1-0-1.
chance in the first half, when lineReceiv1Ilg-·-PLU: Bessette 3-135,
backer Rick Harris recovered a
fumble on the PLU's. They were Rochester 2-23, Fromhart 1-8,
1
stalled, however, and kicker Char- Maiuri
les Stockwell failed on , a 26-yard 6, Horner 1-3, Johnson 1-minus 4.
CWSC: Hansen 4-46, Shanahan
line.
Midway in the third quarter 2-33, Ross 1-13, Garrison 1-7, Wall
Girod struck again, this one a 1-4, Tremper 1-3, Ammerman 1-3.

~76-77

Clothes for people
who really ski

Man's Ranger
$44.00
Ladies'

WILLIE &TQ/\NGE
~Goods
509 N. Pine 925-2200

pleased with the effo:r:ts in his
squads first workout.
"Jim Hennessey's second place
finish was a real standout perfor
mance," Leslie said. "He ran 38
seconds faster this year than last
season at the same time of year
and on the same course."

"Toby Suhn, a transfer student
from Yakima Valley Community
College, is going to be real tough
Leslie had praise for his other for us. He's been sick but he'll
_ come along." Leslie said.
striders.
"Mike

Anderberg

ran

54

Varsity volleybatl
team goes to Reno
by Kay Cory
Look out sports fans, here
comes a great season in women's
sports.
Heading off the fall season will
be an exciting volleyball tournament in Reno, Nevada this weekend, October 1-2. The Central
varsity will be competing against
teams from California, Arizona,
Utah, Nevada, Colorado, Idaho,
and Montana.
Coach Erlice Killorn said that
the players are really excited this
year. Seven out of eight players
were starters last year and
brought depth to the team this
year. ·
At last week's turnout 29 women were there. All have the
experience and determination to
make this year's team a great one.

seconds faster than last year and
Lou Bourdeaux ran 5 seconds
faster. Clayton Belmont finished
in the same time as last year,"
Leslie said.

Two key players to look for are
centers Diana Rector and Carol
Daiberl.
The last tournament will give
the team an opportunity to qualify
for the national tournament the
last week of s.chool.
There will also be a junior
varsity volleyball team coached by
Mike Crouch. Coach Crouch said
that the JV team will also be a
quality team.
The women's Cross Country
team will have their first competition at the PL U Invitational on
October 23. · Coach Jan Boyungs .
·said that the cross country program will be pushed this year.
They are encouraging more women to turn out.

(cont. on pg. 23)

HOUSE PLANTS
Really add- to your
Interior Decoration.
We have one of the
·...
largest selections to choose fro~
(over 70 hanging plants}.
We also have clay pots,
'fertilizers, pottery, soils, hangers,
stands, ceramic pots

William's Greenhouse
'our business is growing'

"Gaylon George may help us thisyear. He was the state champion
in the 880 last year at Blaine." said
Leslie.
"Fred Hicks and Carl Uthus also
competed. Hicks ran for Central
last year and is now running 7th
man for us," the coach said.
According to a pre-season poll
by a coaches panel, the Wildcat
runners have been tabbed as the
ninth best in the nation for NAIA
colleges and universities.
Edinboro State College of Penn
sylvania was selectecd to finish
first in the poll. The Edinboro
team is the defending national
champion.

Sport's ticket
prices set
Ticket prices for admission to
Central intercollegiate athletic
events have been set for the .
upcoming year by the athletic
department.
For varsity football and basket
ball games, public admission will
be $2 for adults, $1 for students
with recognized student body
cards, and 50 · cents for children
under 12 years of age.
Yearly family passes for Central
faculty and staff members are
available at Mitchell Hall for $15.
Single faculty and staff passes for
the year are $10.
Central students may purchase
quarterly passes admitting them
to all games.
Those passes,
purchased at Mitchell Hall 'are $4
for fall quarter and $5 for winter
quarter.
Admission charges to athletic
events are similar to those charges
at other northwest colleges,
according to Athletic Director
Adrian Beamer.
Admission
charges are an aid in reducing the
departmental costs within the
athletic department.
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,, DON'T BUYJEANS ON FAITH.
COMPARE YOUR PANTS OFF.''
"My jeans are better than
your jeans. And I can prove it:
"Mine are.100% natural
cotton denim. And so are yours.
"There the similarity ends.
Because mine ore Sedgefield
Do-Nothing® denims.
"The first 14-ounce 100%
natu ra I cotton denim with
the built-in edge: the amazing
Sanfor-Set* process.
''So what? So this ...

"SEDGERELD JUNS
NEVER NEED IRONING.
"The jeans I have on have
been washed and tumble dried
15 times and never ironed.
"You heard right.
''Never ironed.

"SEDGERELD JEANS
CANNOT SHRINK.OUT OF SIZE.
"It's true.
"Sanfor-Set's the reason.
The reason the size you
buy is the size they stay.

"SEDGEFID.D JUIS
DOl'T.COST l BllDLE.
"Our biggest edge?
"We cost no more than the
regular price of the biggest seller.

"IF l'M LYING
YOU GO YOUR MONEY BACK.
'''It's one thing to make claims.
"We back ours with a one year
unconditional warranty.
'None stronger in the business.
"Just send us back our jeans
and we'll replace them.
0r send you bac_
k your money.
1

'

"TO Fiii O• JUIS
CALL 800 T·H·E E·D·G·E.
"If you want the i.eans with the
built-in edge, just dial this number
(800 843-3343) toll free and we'll
tel I you where to get them.
"And start comparing your
pants off:'

1

,

'

"SEDGEFIELD JEllS ·
START OUT MUCH sono..
"Brand new we re much,
much softer than old-fashioned
jeans without S~nfor-Set.
'1And we keep getting softer
so fast your old-fashioned jeans
might even wear out before
they can catch up.

• Trodemotk of
The Sanforized Company
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Ross
stakes
by Randy Kroke

John Ross and Tom Parry carry
a similar feeling.
,
Both are excited about Ross'
senior season at Central Washington State Col!ege.
·
John led the Evergreen Conference school in rushing last season
as a junior, lugging the football 749
yards in 149 carries and -Parry,
Central's head coach, is looking to
the same kind of output.
Maybe more.
"I'm really excited about starting this year. Last year I thought I
was adequate but I feel I can help
out a lot "'ll.ore this season," stated
ltoss, an ex-Bremerton running
back who runs with power.
Central will have a few new
faces in the lineup this fall including a new quarterback. All-Conference Terry Wick has graduated.
"We have to fill some positions
but I feel the team will adjust
quicker than last year and our
defense should be real tough," said
the 6-foot, 180-pOUJ!d Ross.
The backs run out of the veer
offense with two backs set up side
by side. Last year, Pay Tremper
from Camas filled the other half-_
back slot and he returns _this year
to give Central an experienced
running tandem.
"We have some good backs so
our running game will be strong,"
stated Parry. "We are questiQnable about a few slots in the line
and at quarterback."
Parry credits Ross for his hard
work and dedication. "He's really a
hard worker, always working one
something," cited Parry. "This
year I think he'll be one of the
better backs in the conference."
.
The bruising running back says
the change from Olympic to Cen- tral ~as noticeable but not that difficult.
"There is more technique and
-

skill involved over here and a lot
more competition. You never have
your position sewed up so you
have to keep working hard," he
informed.
"As far as the hitting aspect, I
don't really notice if people in this
league hit harder than the CC's,"
he added.
John's personal goals are to run
for more than 1,000 yards this
season and, if he gets a good start,
to break the single-season rushing
mark at CWSC.
"It's around 1,200 yards and

that's a lot -of yards," he notes, bigger college ever run throug!i
·" but I'd like to break it."
-his head?
"It's hard to say," he replied. "I
Ross, who plans to earn his wasn't sure what I wanted to do
degree in business administration, after Olympic. I'm glad I chose
has rro · regrets about traveling Central, I have no·regrets," John
east of the mountains tor school. explained.
He says he enjoys Ellensburg.
"The coaches are really great.
"I'm really excited about this
They tell it like it is. As far as the year· Last year I thought I -was
school goes, the education and adequate but I feel I can help out a
social life are really good. I'm lot more this season," stated Ross,
completely enjoying myself," John who played high school ball at
dd d
West Bremerton and transfered
a e ·
_ "after two seasons at Olympic
Does the thought of going to a Junior College in Bremerton. ~

presents:

Za,rdoz
TONIGHT, Sept. 30

in the

SUB theatre
Two showings: 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
$1.00 fee
(Coming next Thursday, Oct.7., 'Patton'}

20!h Century Fox Presents

SEAN CONNERY 1n ZARDOZ
~~'.~~~,~~~:Lorn RAMPUNG

Wr~~~i~e~{~~ JOHN

BOORMAN
SARA K[ST[l~~,~~,~~,~~;',:2'.'

Lii)
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Cross County gains
excellent runners
(cont. from pg. 20)

The team will have ,some outstanding runners like Amelia Redhorn, Rita lmpola, and Nancy
Burns.
Other sports action will
Women's Field Hockey
There are eight returning
members. There were 30
turnout last week.

be the
teams.
varsity
at the

Coach Jean Putnam said she
was very pleased with the turnout
and is very hopeful for the team
this season.
A home match against PLU will

head a season of fine field hockey
action on Oct. 9. The 'Cats will
meet PLU in the morning and
Idaho that afternoon. "PLU always gives us a tough game and
we are looking forward to defeating Idaho. They beat us last year,"
says Coach Putnam. '
The eleven member team will be
captained by Kelly Morton, a
senior from Royal City.
Women's sport's activities will
be very exciting this season. All
three coaches are looking forward
to it and would like to see more
students and faculty attend these
activities. There will be no admission charge for these events.

Field Hockey Schedule
LOOK OUT--Women's field hockey can be a brusing
experience. In last weeks scrimmage this was the
case. For those who have never watched a game,

OCTOBER
I

PLU va. CWSC - 1:30 a.m.
PLU Ya. Idaho - 12:00 p.m.

Idaho va. CWSC -

2:30 p.m.

10 Seattle Club va. CWSC 15-16

&t

Volleybal I schedule

2:00 p.m.

wsu "With wsu, osu,

WWSC, CWSC scheduled

Time to be

Coach: Erl ice Killorn

22 at PLU - 3 :00 p.m.
2ai a.t Skagit Va.lley College - OWSC
vs. Ida.ho - 1():30 a..m.
CWSC vs. Skagit - 2 :30 p.m.
30 Skagit Valley C.ollege vs. CWSC 11 :00 a.m.
Varaity va. Alumni - 2:00 p.m.

OCTOBER
1-2

8-9

13

Waahlnglcin Invitation -

NOVEMBER
5-6 at Ea.stern Aroo. Tournament Pullma.n

NOVEMBER
1-7

they should investigate. Competitiveness is the
name of the game.

10

at University of Nevada
Invitational - Reno
CWSC I nvit.ational
6-9 p.m. Friday - 9-3 Saturday

all day

22-23

at PLU - PLU vs. CWSC 9:00 a..m..
'W'VSC vs. CWSC - 11 :3() a..m. -

at EWSC Invitational -

Cheney

CWSC • WSU • University of

Alaska -

6-9 p.m.

12-13 a.t NCWSA A Division
Touma.ment, University of
Oregon, Eugene

26-27 , a.t Region 9 NCWSA - AIAW
Tourna.ment __:.Monmouth, Ore.

THE
PLACE

PIZZA

IN-THI-HOLi-iN· THl-ltLAZA
CANADIAN BACON

SAUSAGE

GREEN PEPPER

SHRIMP

TOMATO

PINEAPPLE

BEEF
MUSHROOM

PEPPERONI

OLIVE

ONION

9"

l 3"

16"

$2.40

4.40

6.05

ANY TWO ITEMS

2.55

4.85

6.70

ANY TH REE ITEMS

2.iO

5.20

7.30

FOUR OR MORE ITEMS

2.90

5.65

7.90

ANY ONE ITEM

SANDWICHES

BEVERAGES

HAM & CHEESE

BEER

ROAST BEEF

HAPPY HOURS
MONDAY 3-9 P.M.

WINE
SOFT DRINKS

TUESDAY - SUNDAY

REUBEN
CORNED BEEF
TURKEY
SALADS
NELLIE SPECIAL
PIZZA SANDWICH

MILK
COFFEE
KEGS TO GO

4-6 P.M.

FREE HOME AND DORM
DELIVERY AFTER 5 P.M.

925-9948
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